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INTRODUCTION%

!
The! Center! for! Student! Success! (CSS)! was! commissioned! by! the! Molalla! River! School! District! (MRSD)!
administration!to!conduct!an!evaluation!of!Molalla!River!Academy!(MRA)!for!the!2015B2016!school!year.!
This! report! communicates! the! findings! and! recommendations! of! that! evaluation.! The! CSS! evaluator!
reviewed!multiple!documents!provided!by!MRA!administration!and!interviewed!key!individuals!in!person,!
over!the!phone,!and!via!email!to!ensure!the!school!is:!i)!fulfilling!the!provisions!of!its!charter!with!the!
MRSD;! and! ii)! fully! complying! with! federal! and! state! statutory! requirements! regarding! charter! school!
operations!and!accountability!in!Oregon.!!
!
As! part! of! the! evaluation! process,! the! CSS! evaluator! made! two! visits! to! Molalla! River! Academy.! On!
December!14,!2015,!the!evaluator!visited!MRA!to!introduce!herself!to!the!executive!director!and!to!offer!
details!regarding!the!charter!school!evaluation!process.!The!evaluator!also!provided!the!executive!director!
with!a!copy!of!the!CSS!rubric!that!would!ultimately!be!used!to!assess!the!charter!school.!!
!
During! the! formal! site! visit! to! MRA! on! May! 3,! 2016,! the! CSS! evaluator! toured! the! facility! and! also!
conducted!interviews!with!the!executive!director,!board!members,!teachers!and!parents.!In!addition,!the!
evaluator!visited!classes!and!observed!teachers!and!students!engaged!in!teaching!and!learning.!!
!
Numerous! requests! for! additional! information! to! clarify! questions! and! operational! details! were! made!
after!the!site!visit!and!after!the!collection!of!evidence!was!provided.!!
!
On!November!7,!2016,!the!CSS!evaluator!conducted!a!phone!interview!with!the!MRA!board!president!to!
gain!her!perspective!on!longBterm!charter!school!plans!as!well!as!on!the!school’s!current!status!relative!
to!Board!governance!and!stability!and!fiscal!sustainability.!
!
Evaluation!of!Molalla!River!Academy!is!based!on!the!school’s!performance!relative!to:!1)!federal!and!state!
statutes! pertaining! to! the! administration! of! charter! schools;! 2)! general! standards! of! effective! school!
operation;!and!3)!additional!requirements!of!the!Molalla!River!School!District!as!a!condition!of!charter!
authorization.!These!additional!requirements!are!described!in!the!Charter!School!Agreement!between!
Molalla!River!Academy!and!the!Molalla!River!School!District.!!
!
In!order!to!evaluate!the!school’s!performance,!the!Center!for!Student!Success!applied!a!rubric!(developed!
by!CSS)!to!assess!Molalla!River!Academy!in!the!following!domains:!
!
1.! MissionBSpecific!Goals/Admissions!&!Enrollment!
2.! Overall!Student!Success!
3.! Student!Achievement!
4.! Federal!Accountability!
5.! State!Accountability!
6.! Fiscal!Performance!and!Accountability!
7.! Governance!
!
Within!each!of!these!seven!domains,!competencies!have!been!identified!to!describe!with!more!specificity!
how!the!charter!school!should!address!each!domain.!Using!the!descriptions!provided!in!the!rubric,!the!
evaluator!assigns!a!rating!to!each!competency!indicating!whether!the!school!is!exceeding,!meeting,!nearly!
meeting,!or!not!meeting!expectations!in!that!competency!area.!The!evaluator!determines!the!rating!on!
the!basis!of!the!review!of!the!evidence!provided!by!the!charter!school!as!well!as!from!evidence!collected!

!
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during!the!interviews!and!the!site!visits.!The!rubric!(located!in!Appendix!B!of!this!report)!was!provided!to!
MRA!and!to!the!sponsoring!District!prior!to!the!commencement!of!the!evaluation!process.!
!
Since!this!report!was!commissioned!by!the!MRSD!administration!it!remains!the!property!of!the!school!
district.!A!draft!copy!of!the!report!was!provided!to!the!District’s!superintendent!and!the!executive!director!
of!Molalla!River!Academy!prior!to!final!publication!in!order!to!ensure!the!accuracy!of!data!reported.!!

!
%

!

%
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1.0! %MISSIONHSPECIFIC%GOALS/%ADMISSIONS%&%ENROLLMENT%
%
1.1%%Goals%Specific%to%Mission%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Has$ the$ charter$ school$ met$ its$ mission/specific$ goals$ as$ outlined$ in$ the$ contract$ with$ the$
sponsoring$School$District?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Molalla!River!Academy!Policy!Manual!
•! MRA!Parent!and!Student!Handbook!2015D2016!
•! Employee!Handbook!
•! MRA!Website!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Interview!with!board!president!
!

The! mission! of! MRA! appears! in! numerous! school! documents! and! promotional! materials! including! the!
Charter! School! Contract,! the! MRA! Policy! Manual,! the! Parent! and! Student! Handbook,! the! Employee!
Handbook!and!the!school!website:!
!
“The! mission! of! Molalla! River! Academy! (MRA)! is! to! guide! students! in! becoming! responsible!
lifelong!learners!and!compassionate!community!members!through!interdisciplinary!studies!in!the!
arts!and!sciences!within!a!safe!and!nurturing!environment.”!!
!
The!school’s!core!values—which!provide!the!foundation!for!how!the!mission!is!carried!out—is!outlined!in!
Exhibit!B!of!the!Charter!School!Contract:!!
!
CORE!VALUES!!
•! Promote!academic!excellence!through!integrated,!thematic!curriculum!
•! Create!a!safe!and!comfortable!learning!environment!
•! Foster!a!sense!of!community!
•! Practice!authentic!assessment!
•! Create!ongoing!opportunities!in!the!arts!and!sciences!
•! Encourage!problem!solving!through!hands!on!experiences!
!
Exhibit!B!also!identifies!specific!goals!that!support!the!charter!school’s!stated!mission:!!
•! MRA!prioritizes!staff!development!and!program!improvement!in!an!effort!to!bring!the!
highest!quality!education!to!MRA’s!students!
•! MRA!staff!will!continue!the!process!of!aligning!its!thematic!units,!reading,!writing,!
mathematics!and!science!with!all!Common!Core!Standards!
•! A!priority!for!MRA!leadership!is!the!retention!of!staff!
•! Continue!to!provide!opportunities!for!continuous!personal!professional!development!for!
each!teacher!
!
MRA’s! core! values! and! mission! are! emphasized! in! a! variety! of! communication! tools! and! promotional!
materials!(including!parent!memos,!monthly!newsletters,!a!trifold!brochure,!the!school’s!webpage!and!
Facebook!account).!In!addition,!presentations!to!parents!and!community!members!consistently!highlight!
the!core!values,!philosophy!and!mission!that!guide!teaching!and!learning!at!MRA.!!!
!

!
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Not! only! is! the! school’s! mission! wellBdocumented! and! widely! communicated! in! a! variety! of! school!
publications!and!social!media!sites,!but!more!importantly!ample!evidence!shows!how!MRA!actualizes!its!
mission!making!it!more!than!just!words!on!founding!documents:!Curriculum!is!designed!in!thematic!units;!
learning!experiences!are!authentic,!projectBbased!and!handsBon;!and!projects!promote!student!voice!and!
student!engagement/leadership!at!all!grade!levels.!Evidence!of!a!true!learning!community!is!observed!in!
the!schoolBwide!projects!in!which!MRA!consistently!engages.!The!Community!Garden!and!the!Play!Space!
Project!are!just!two!examples!of!how!the!school!provides!learning!experiences!that!engage!and!empower!
all!students,!creates!leadership!opportunities!for!students,!and!builds!community!with!students,!staff!and!
families.!!
!
The! Community! Garden,! called! Roots! of! Responsibility,! was! designed! “to! provide! MRA! students! and!
families! the! opportunity! to! gain! hands! on! knowledge! and! experience! about! the! multiple! benefits! of!
gardening.”!As!MRA!students!work!on!the!Community!Garden,!they!use!multiple!learning!styles!to!create,!
explore,! and! teach! each! other! about! healthy! eating! habits! and! community! garden! development! and!
sustainability.! The! Community! Garden! provides! a! learning! environment! where! MRA! students! “see! the!
process!and!power!of!cultivating!a!single!seed!bloom!to!fruition!and!then!harvest!the!fruit!or!vegetables!
to! sustain! healthy! bodies.”! Roots! of! Responsibility! Day—an! annual! celebration—gives! the! MRA!
community!an!opportunity!to!acknowledge!and!honor!the!hard!work!and!dedication!of!the!initial!garden!
leadership!group.!!!!
!
The! Play! Space! Project! is! another! example! of! how! MRA! has! engaged! in! a! schoolBwide! venture! to!
emphasize! collaboration! and! inclusion,! authentic,! handsBon! learning! experiences! and! community!
engagement.! As! described! on! the! school’s! webpage,! the! Play! Space! Project! started! with! an! essential!
question:! “How! can! we! improve! our! school! playground! environment?”! Student! engagement! and!
ownership!was!a!primary!goal!during!the!evolution!of!the!project,!ensuring!each!grade!level!contributed!
to! the! planning! of! the! play! space.! Kindergarten! through! second! grade! students! were! the! “dreamers,”!
having!responsibility!for!imagining!features!that!might!be!included!in!the!future!play!space.!Students!in!
grades!3B4!were!the!“realists,”!assigned!the!task!of!analyzing!the!ideas!(from!the!dreamers)!and!narrowing!
the!choices!to!the!most!reasonable!and!popular!features.!Fifth!and!sixth!grade!students—the!architects—
used!their!math!and!architectural!skills!to!create!threeBdimensional!models!of!the!designs!provided!by!
the!realists.!Finally,!the!middle!school!students—the!supervisors—were!responsible!for!researching!costs,!
obtaining!required!permits!and!communicating!the!vision!of!the!project!to!all!stakeholders.!The!Play!Space!
Project!epitomizes!the!mission!and!core!values!of!MRA.!!!
!
As!noted!on!the!school’s!website,!“the!vision!for!MRA!emphasizes!an!education!that!supports!children!
academically,!socially,!and!emotionally.”!Through!authentic!learning!experiences,!students!see!learning!
as! fun! and! exciting.! They! develop! skills! such! as! problem! solving,! thinking! deeply! and! independently,!
working!with!others,!and!expressing!their!thinking!through!the!arts!and!sciences.!MRA!staff!recognize!that!
students! have! richer! and! more! meaningful! learning! experiences! when! they! feel! emotionally! safe.! The!
school’s! vision,! as! stated! on! the! school! website,! includes! helping! students! develop! positive! emotional!
associations!and!providing!a!learning!environment!that!is!“low!threat,!high!challenge,!and!supportive!of!
the!child’s!selfBesteem.”!!
!
A!colorful!bulletin!board!covered!with!student!artwork!provided!an!example!of!how!MRA!staff!address!
the!emotional!health!of!students!through!integrated!art!lessons:!Students!in!kindergarten!through!grade!
4!learned!about!different!emotions,!specifically!what!our!facial!expressions!and!body!language!convey!
about!how!we!are!feeling!to!those!around!us.!The!art!teacher!incorporated!this!concept!into!a!visual!art!
project!asking!each!student!to!create!a!picture!of!a!person!communicating!a!specific!emotion.!Some!of!
the!emotions!included:!anger,!fear,!anxious,!calm,!frustrated,!joyful,!timid,!confident!and!xenophobic.!The!

!
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wide!range!of!emotions!presented!provided!opportunities!to!make!this!lesson!meaningful!and!appropriate!
for!students!in!kindergarten!through!4th!grade.!!
!
During! the! May! 3,! 2016! site! visit,! the! CSS! evaluator! had! the! opportunity! to! observe! Track! Club—a!
lunchtime!activity!occurring!on!Tuesdays!and!Thursdays!at!MRA.!During!Track!Club!all!students!and!staff!
(including!the!executive!director)!walk!or!run!around!the!outdoor!walking/running!path!which!was!created!
by!members!of!the!MRA!community.!Students!get!“credit”!for!each!lap!they!complete!and!records!are!
kept!for!individuals,!classes!and!for!the!school!overall!creating!a!sense!of!fun!and!healthy!competition.!
The! idea! for! Track! Club! originated! with! the! MRA! physical! education! teacher.! The! executive! director!
explained!that!when!the!PE!teacher!first!arrived!at!MRA,!many!of!the!students!could!not!do!a!single!pushB
up!or!sitBup!and!could!not!run!even!a!short!distance!without!getting!winded.!Now,!with!participation!in!
Track!Club,!MRA!students!are!in!much!better!physical!shape!and!are!having!fun!at!the!same!time.!Track!
Club! is! another! example! of! a! school! event! that! aligns! with! MRA’s! core! values! and! mission:! building!
community,! creating! a! safe! learning! environment,! and! teaching! about! physical! health! as! well! as! core!
academics.!
!
Commendation:%
MRA%staff%deserve%commendations%for%ensuring%the%school’s%mission%and%vision%are%intentionally%and%
consistently%actualized%in%every%learning%experience%and%community%activity%occurring%at%the%school.%The%
Community%Garden,%the%Play%Space%Project,%and%the%walking/running%track%are%three%examples%of%how%
the%mission%of%the%school%is%realized%in%practice.%%%
!
!

1.2%%Student%Admissions%&%Conditions%of%Enrollment%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
Is$there$evidence$that$the$charter$school$is$following$statutory$and$district$guidelines$regarding$
student$admission$and$enrollment?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Molalla!River!Academy!Policy!Manual!
•! MRA!Parent!and!Student!Handbook!2015D2016!
•! MRA!Website!–!Admissions!
•! MRA!Facebook!page!!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
•! Interviews!with!parents!
•! Student!Ethnicity!Report!from!ODE!website:!www.ode.state.or.us/sfda/reports/r0067Select2.asp!
!
The! school’s! open! admission! policy—described! in! the! Charter! School! Contract! and! in! the! MRA! Policy!
Manual—addresses! the! material! components! of! statute! ORS! 338.125.! That! is,! admission! to! MRA! is!
voluntary,!open!to!all!students!who!reside!in!the!school!district,!and!if!space!is!available!to!students!who!
do!not!reside!in!the!school!district.!Priority!is!given!to!students!enrolled!in!the!school!the!prior!year,!who!
have!siblings!presently!enrolled!in!MRA!and!who!were!enrolled!in!the!school!the!prior!year.!!
!
The!MRA!Policy!Manual!includes!the!following!nondiscrimination!statement:!“Admission!to!MRA!may!only!
be!limited!by!a!student’s!age!and!grade!level,!and!will!not!be!limited!on!the!basis!of!ethnicity,!national!
origin,!race,!religion,!disability,!gender,!sexual!orientation,!income!level,!proficiency!in!English!language!
or!athletic!ability.”!
!
The!admission!of!special!student!populations!is!also!addressed!in!the!MRA!Policy!Manual:!!
!
!
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“Molalla!River!Academy!does!not!discriminate!on!the!basis!of!disability!and!will!enroll!all!students!
without! limitation.! Students! with! a! current! individual! education! plan! or! IEP! may! enroll! in! the!
charter!school.!Once!enrolled,!the!student’s!IEP!team!will!decide!if!the!IEP!requires!revision!to!
meet!the!student’s!education!plan!as!set!out!in!the!IEP!of!if!the!charter!school!is!an!appropriate!
placement!for!the!student.”!!
!
The!admission!process!is!described!in!detail!on!the!MRA!website,!including!important!deadlines!for!the!
process,! how! and! when! the! lottery! occurs,! the! waitlist! process! and! a! restatement! of! the! nonB
discrimination!policy.!MRA’s!nondiscrimination!policy!also!appears!on!the!application!form.!Interviews!
with!the!executive!director,!school!staff!and!MRA!parents!provide!evidence!that!the!school!is!complying!
with! the! admission! policy! as! described! in! the! Charter! School! Contract,! the! Policy! Manual! and! on! the!
school’s!website.!!!
!
MRA!staff!provided!evidence!of!their!outreach!efforts!to!attract!new!students!including!a!trifold!brochure,!
an!advertisement!placed!in!the!local!newspaper,!PowerPoint!presentations!used!at!Open!Houses!and!Back!
to!School!Parent!Nights.!
!
Table! 1! shows! that! student! ethnicity! at! MRA! generally! matches! the! demographics! of! the! sponsoring!
district!with!the!exception!of!the!Hispanic!and!Total!Minority!subgroups.!Approximately!one!out!of!of!six!
MRSD!students!are!Hispanic!compared!to!less!than!one!in!ten!students!at!MRA.!!
!
Table%1.%%Student%Enrollment%by%Ethnicity%2015H2016*%
Asian/Pacific! American!Indian/! MultiB
Total!
!
White!
Black!
Hispanic!
Islander!
Alaskan!Native!
ethnic!
Minority!
MRSD!
76.0%!
0.2%!
17.3%!
0.8%!
0.8%!
5.0%!
24.0%!
MRA!
85.0%!
1.5%!
7.5%!
0.0%!
1.0%!
5.0%!
15.0%!
*

Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/sfda/reports/r0067Select2.asp!

!
According!to!the!school’s!report!card,!students!with!disabilities!make!up!16%!of!MRA’s!student!population!
very!close!to!the!17%!in!grades!KB8!districtBwide.!The!District!has!12%!English!Language!Learners,!while!
the!ELL!population!at!MRA!is!too!small!to!be!reported.!The!executive!director!reported!two!ELL!students!
were!enrolled!at!MRA!in!2015B16;!both!students!were!in!monitoring!status.!!!
!
Recommendation:%
Evidence%indicates%MRA%follows%statutory%guidelines%for%student%admissions%and%there%are%no%signs%of%
discrimination%in%the%enrollment%process.%However,%the%school%is%encouraged%to%consider%investigating%
practices%and%procedures%promoting%MRA%to%underrepresented%populations%such%as%Hispanic%students,%
all%minority%students%and%English%Language%Learners%so%the%demographics%of%the%school%more%closely%
reflect%the%demographics%of%the%sponsoring%district.%
%
%

!
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2.0! OVERALL%STUDENT%SUCCESS%
%
2.1%%Enrollment/Retention/Attendance%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%%Meeting%
To$what$extent$are$students$making$academic$progress$as$measured$by$enrollment/retention$
rates$and$attendance?%%%
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Enrollment!data!provided!by!executive!director!
•! Quarterly!Attendance!Report!provided!by!executive!director!
•! Not!Chronically!Absent!Report,!ODE!website:!!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=471!
•! Fall!Membership!Report,!ODE!website:!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=3225!
•! MRA’s!Oregon!School!Report!Cards:!2015D16,!2014D15,!2013D14,!2012D13!
!
Enrollment!
Enrollment!at!Molalla!River!Academy!has!steadily!increased!since!2009!as!seen!in!Figure!1.!
!
Figure%1.%%Enrollment%at%MRA%2009H2016*%
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!

Data!for!2009D2016!retrieved!from!Fall!Membership!Report;!2016D17!projection!from!MRA!executive!director!

!

Since!MRA!fills!vacancies!through!a!lottery!system—a!system!that!can!be!opened!for!specific!grades—!the!
school!is!able!to!keep!class!sizes!relatively!steady!at!20B25!students.!However,!the!executive!director!noted!
that!maintaining!full!classes!at!the!middle!school!grades!is!often!challenging.!Table!2!shows!enrollment!by!
grade!level!for!the!past!two!years!and!the!projected!enrollment!for!2016B17.!
!
Table%2.%%Enrollment%by%Grade%Level*%
!
K!
1!
2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7!
8!
2016B17!
24!
24!
24!
24!
24!
26!
22!
26!
20!
(projected)!

*

2015B16!
2014B15!

22!
22!

23!
23!

24!
24!

25!
23!

22!
25!

23!
24!

25!
17!

17!
25!

19!
12!

Data! for! 2014D15! and! 2015D16! retrieved! from! Fall! Membership! Report;! 2016D17! Projection! from! MRA! Executive!
Director!

!
!
!
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Retention!
According! to! data! provided! by! the! executive! director,! the! retention! rate! at! MRA! has! been! relatively!
steady—at!90%!or!higher—over!the!past!few!years.!Families!moving!out!of!the!area!is!the!most!common!
reason! for! students! not! continuing! their! education! at! MRA.! The% school% deserves% commendations% for%
consistently%strong%retention%rates.%%
!
Attendance!
According!to!ODE,!students!are!considered!“not!chronically!absent”!if!they!attend!90%!or!more!of!the!
days!they!are!enrolled!between!the!beginning!of!the!school!year!and!May!1.!Using!data!retrieved!from!
ODE!website!(www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=471)!Table!3!compares!the!percent!of!students!not!
chronically!absent!at!Molalla!River!Academy,!the!sponsoring!district!and!the!state.!!
!
Table%3.%%Students%Not%Chronically%Absent%in%2015H16%%
MRA!
MRSD!!(KBGr!8!only)!
State!(KBGr!8!only)!
88.4%!

84.2%!

85.0%!

!

According!to!quarterly!attendance!reports!provided!by!MRA,!over!half!of!the!third!graders!(52%)!missed!
ten!or!more!days!from!September!8,!2015!through!June!10,!2016.!This!absentee!rate!far!exceeded!the!
rates!at!other!grade!levels!during!the!same!time!period.!Based!on!the!“Not!Chronically!Absent”!report!
posted!on!the!ODE!website,!nearly!one!in!four!(24.0%)!MRA!third!graders!were!chronically!absent!in!2015B
16.!MRA!is!encouraged!to!look!more!deeply!at!the!data!in!addition!to!looking!at!longitudinal!data!for!this!
group!of!students!to!determine!if!this!was!an!unusual!situation!or!a!pattern!that!needs!to!be!addressed.!!!
!
!

2.2%%Parent%Satisfaction%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
To$ what$ extent$ do$ parent$ survey$ respondents$ indicate$ satisfaction$ with$ students'$ academic$
progress$and$the$educational$program?%%
Evidence:!
•! Data!provided!by!MRA!leadership!re:!number!of!families!with!more!than!one!child!at!MRA!
•! Results!from!the!MRA!2016!Spring!Survey!

%

One!indicator!of!parent!satisfaction!is!that!during!2015B16!over!45%!of!the!MRA!families!had!more!than!
one!child!enrolled!at!the!school.!According!to!data!provided!by!the!executive!director,!43!MRA!families!
had!two!children!enrolled,!11!families!had!three!children!enrolled!and!three!families!had!four!or!more!
children!enrolled.!!
The!annual!MRA!Spring!Survey!also!provides!information!about!parent!satisfaction!at!MRA.!The!executive!
director!reports!that!“the!survey!is!distributed!to!parents!in!multiple!ways!each!spring:!In!the!multiple!
weekly!memos,!on!Facebook,!in!targeted!emails,!and!on!our!website.”!Despite!efforts!to!increase!parent!
participation!in!the!survey,!the!response!rate!has!been!low!for!the!past!several!years.!In!2016,!33!parents!
(26%!of!all!MRA!families)!responded!to!the!survey.!Because!of!the!low!response!rate,!survey!results!must!
be!considered!with!caution.!However,!the!parents!who!participated!in!the!survey!indicated!a!high!level!of!
satisfaction!with!the!educational!program!at!MRA.!A!sample!of!the!responses!from!the!2016!Parent!Survey!
is!displayed!in!Table!4.!!
!
!
!
!
%
!
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Table%4.%Sample%of%the%Results%from%2016%Parent%Survey%
Agree!or!
Strongly!Agree!

!
1.! The!mission!statement!at!MRA!is!clearly!focused!on!student!success!and!is!at!
the!forefront!of!school!leadership.!!

94%!

2.! Our!school!has!established!plans!and!goals!for!improving!student!learning.!

88%!

3.! MRA!communicates!effectively!about!the!school’s!goals,!activities!and!
programs.!

88%!

4.! MRA!provides!a!safe!learning!environment!for!my!student/s.!

97%!

5.! Teachers!are!available!and!accessible!to!help!me!understand!my!child’s!
progress!and!to!answer!questions.!

91%!

6.! The!teachers!keep!me!informed!about!my!child!and!about!the!classroom.!

81%!

7.! I!feel!comfortable!talking!with!my!child’s!teacher!and/or!the!Executive!Director!
when!I!have!a!concern.!

91%!

8.! MRA!ensures!that!the!facilities!support!student!learning.!!

91%!

9.! The!MRA!report!card!format!is!easy!to!understand!and!provides!me!with!
enough!information!to!assess!my!child’s!progress.!

88%!

10.!My!child/children!know!what!is!expected!from!each!teacher!and!class.!

79%!

!
Recommendation:%
MRA% is% encouraged% to% explore% innovative% ways% to% increase% the% response% rate% of% the% annual% parent%
survey% to% make% sure% the% feedback% received% accurately% represents% the% opinions% of% all% parents% at% the%
school.%Parents%who%are%involved%in%leadership%roles%at%the%school%may%be%charged%with%identifying%ways%
to%increase%participation%in%the%spring%survey.%

%

!

%
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3.0%%LONGITUDINAL%ANALYSIS%OF%STUDENT%ACHIEVEMENT% %

%%%%

%

IMPORTANT%NOTE:%Smarter%Balanced%Assessment%(SBAC)/OAKS%
During% the% transition% from% the% Oregon% Assessment% of% Knowledge% and% Skills% (OAKS)% to% the% Smarter%
Balanced%Assessment%(SBAC),%the%U.S.%Department%of%Education%granted%the%State%of%Oregon%permission%
to%temporarily%suspend%the%assignment%of%school%ratings%during%2014H15.%Given%the%recent%passage%of%
the%Every%Student%Succeeds%Act%(ESSA)%and%the%expiration%of%Oregon’s%flexibility%waiver%on%August%1,%
2016,%the%State%of%Oregon%will%not%assign%ratings%(i.e.,%overall%and%comparison%school%ratings)%for%the%
2015H16%year,%either.%Data,%however,%was%collected%in%both%years%and%will%be%used%for%the%purposes%of%
this%report.%%

%
3.1%%Student%Achievement:%English%Language%Arts%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Nearly%Meeting%
Over$time,$has$student$achievement$in$ELA$improved$measurably?$

Evidence:!
•! Oregon!School!and!District!Report!Cards:!2014D15,!2015D16!
•! State!Assessment!results!from!ODE!website:!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!
%
Given!that!the!state!assessment!changed!from!OAKS!to!Smarter!Balanced!in!2014B15,!only!two!years!of!
data! is! available! from! which! to! measure! improvement! in! student! achievement! using! the! state! test.! In!
addition,!ODE!suggests!the!ELA!state!assessment!data!for!MRA!be!interpreted!with!caution!because!of!
the!low!participation!rate.!In!2015B16,!86.6%!of!MRA!students!participated!in!state!ELA!testing;!in!2014B
15,!the!participation!rate!was!73.0%.!Both!years!fell!below!the!95.0%!participation!target.!!
According!to!MRA’s!school!report!card!55.3%!met!or!exceeded!the!state!standard!on!the!ELA!assessment!
in!2015B16,!measurably!higher!than!39.3%!in!2014B15.!!
Figure! 2! shows! that! the! percentage! of! MRA! students! meeting! or! exceeding! the! state! standard! on! the!
English!language!arts!assessment!was!higher!in!2015B16!than!in!2014B15!at!every!grade!level!except!grade!
5.!The!greatest!difference!was!observed!at!grade!8,!22%!in!2014B15!compared!to!77%!in!2015B16.!!
%
Figure%2.%%Percentage%of%MRA%Students%Meeting/Exceeding%State%Standard%on%SBAC%ELA*%%
90%
77%

80%
67%

70%

61%

60%
50%

28%
21%

56%
44%

42%

40%
30%

60% 63%

30%

22%

20%
10%
0%
Grade!3

Grade!4

Grade!5
2014B15

*

!

Grade!6

Grade!7

Grade!8

2015B16

Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

%
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Table! 5! compares! the! academic! achievement—as! measured! by! the! SBAC! in! English! Language! Arts—of!
MRA!students!to!their!grade!level!peers!districtwide!and!statewide.!At!grades!6!and!8,!the!percentages!of!
MRA! students! meeting! or! exceeding! the! state! standard! in! ELA! was! measurably! higher! than! the!
percentages! at! the! same! grade! levels! in! the! district! and! statewide.! At! grade! 4,! the! percent! of! MRA!
students!who!met!or!exceeded!state!standard!on!the!ELA!assessment!was!notably!less!than!the!district!or!
the!state!percentage!for!that!grade!level.!!
!
Table%5.%%Percentage%Meeting/Exceeding%State%Standard%on%2015H16%SBAC%ELA%–%MRA%&%State*%%
!
MRA!
MRSD!
State!
Grade!3!
42%!
45%!
47%!
Grade!4!
30%!
42%!
50%!
Grade!5!
61%!
56%!
57%!
Grade!6!
63%!
49%!
53%!
Grade!7!
56%!
50%!
56%!
Grade!8!
77%!
63%!
57%!
*

Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

!

Reviewing!the!SBAC!ELA!data!disaggregated!by!subgroup!provides!insight!when!comparing!the!outcomes!
for!key!student!groups!at!MRA!to!the!same!groups!in!the!sponsoring!district!and!across!the!state.!Data!for!
groups! of! students! are! presented! in! Table! 6.! Some! demographic! groups! are! not! included! in! the! table!
because! the! number! of! students! in! the! group! is! too! small! to! display! while! maintaining! student!
confidentiality.!
!

Table%6.%%Outcomes%for%Key%Student%Groups%at%MRA%Compared%to%Same%Groups%Statewide*%%
Percent%of%Students%Meeting%State%Standard%on%ELA%SBAC%for%Key%Student%Groups%
Molalla!River!
Academy!

State!of!Oregon!

LikeBSchool!
Average!

55%!

55%!

80%!

Economically!Disadvantaged!

*!

42%!

63%!

English!Learners!

*!

33%!

56%!

Students!with!Disabilities!

26%!

23%!

57%!

Hispanic/Latino!

22%!

37%!

70%!

MultiBRacial!

57%!

59%!

79%!

!
All!students!

*

Data!retrieved!from!MRA!School!Report!Card.!!

!
Reviewing!the!disaggregated!data!shows!that!the!percentage!of!Hispanic/Latino!students!at!MRA!meeting!
or! exceeding! state! standard! on! the! English! language! arts! assessment! is! measurably! less! than! the!
percentage!statewide.!It!is!also!with!noting!that!for!all!students!and!every!reported!subgroup!at!MRA,!the!
percentage!of!students!meeting!or!exceeding!state!standard!in!ELA!is!far!less!than!the!likeBschool!average.!!
!
Recommendation:%%
MRA%is%encouraged%to%conduct%a%deeper%analysis%of%the%disaggregated%data%and%to%research%practices%
employed%at%likeHschools%leading%to%their%stronger%performance%on%the%ELA%state%assessment.%

%
%
%
!
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3.2%%Student%Achievement:%Math%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Nearly%Meeting%
Over$time,$has$student$achievement$in$Math$improved$measurably?$

Evidence:!
•! Oregon!School!and!District!Report!Cards:!2014D15,!2015D16!
•! State!Assessment!results!from!ODE!website:!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!
!
NOTE:!As!with!the!ELA!assessment!data,!ODE!recommends!interpreting!MRA’s!state!assessment!data!for!
math!with!caution!because!of!the!low!participation!rate.!In!2015B16,!85.8%!of!MRA!students!participated!
in! state! math! testing;! in! 2014B15,! the! participation! rate! was! 74.2%.! Both! years! fell! below! the! 95.0%!
participation!target.!!
!
According! to! MRA’s! school! report! card! 43.4%! met! or! exceeded! the! state! standard! on! the! SBAC! math!
assessment!in!2015B16,!slightly!higher!than!39.3%!in!2014B15.!!
!
Figure!3!shows!the!percentages!of!MRA!students!meeting!or!exceeding!the!state!standard!on!the!math!
assessment!was!measurably!higher!in!2015B16!than!in!2014B15!at!grades!3,!7!and!8.!At!grades!4!and!6,!the!
percentages! of! students! meeting! or! exceeding! the! state! standard! was! notably! less! in! 2015B16! than! in!
2014B15.!!
!
Figure%3.%%MRA%Students%Meeting/Exceeding%State%Standard%on%SBAC%Math%2014H15%&%2015H16*%
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*

Grade!6

Grade!7

Grade!8

2015B16

Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

!

!
Table!7!shows!that!the!percentage!of!MRA!students!meeting!or!exceeding!the!standard!in!math!was!measurably!
greater! than! the! district! at! grades! 7! and! 8,! and! notably! greater! than! the! state! at! grade! 8.! At! grade! 6,! while! the!
percentage!of!MRA!students!meeting!or!exceeding!the!standard!was!close!to!the!percentage!for!the!district,!it!was!
much!lower!than!the!percentage!statewide!for!that!grade!level.!!

!

!

!
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Table%7.%%%Percentage%Meeting/Exceeding%State%Standard%on%SBAC%Math%–%MRA%&%State,%2015H16*%%
!
MRA!
MRSD!
State!
Grade!3!
53%!
48%!
48%!
Grade!4!
37%!
35%!
44%!
Grade!5!
39%!
34%!
40%!
Grade!6!
21%!
23%!
39%!
Grade!7!
50%!
29%!
44%!
Grade!8!
65%!
41%!
33%!
*

Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

!
Reviewing!the!SBAC!math!data!disaggregated!by!subgroup!provides!insight!when!comparing!the!outcomes!
for!key!student!groups!at!MRA!to!the!same!groups!in!the!sponsoring!district!and!across!the!state.!Data!for!
groups! of! students! are! presented! in! Table! 8.! Some! demographic! groups! are! not! included! in! the! table!
because! the! number! of! students! in! the! group! is! too! small! to! display! while! maintaining! student!
confidentiality.!
!
Table%8.%%%Outcomes%for%Key%Student%Groups%at%MRA%Compared%to%Same%Groups%Statewide*%
Percent%of%Students%Meeting%State%Standard%on%Math%SBAC%for%Key%Student%Groups%
!
MRA!
State!!
LikeBSchool!Average!
All!students!
43%!
44%!
74%!
Economically!Disadvantaged!
*!
31%!
59%!
English!Learners!
*!
24%!
55%!
Students!with!Disabilities!
26%!
18%!
52%!
Hispanic/Latino!
11%!
26%!
60%!
MultiBRacial!
29%!
47%!
77%!
*

!

Data!retrieved!from!2015D16!school!report!card.!!

Reviewing!the!disaggregated!SBAC!math!data!shows!that!the!percentage!of!MRA!students!with!disabilities!
meeting!or!exceeding!the!state!standard!was!higher!than!the!state!average,!but!the!percentages!of!MRA!
Hispanic/Latino!students!and!multiBracial!students!was!measurably!less!than!the!state!averages!for!those!
student!groups.!For!all!students!and!for!every!subgroup!at!MRA,!the!percent!of!students!meeting!state!
standard!in!math!was!notably!less!than!the!likeBschool!averages!for!each!student!group.!!

!

Recommendation:%
MRA%is%encouraged%to%conduct%a%deeper%analysis%of%this%data%and%research%practices%employed%at%likeH
schools%leading%to%their%stronger%performance%on%the%math%state%assessment.%%

!
!
3.3%Comparative%Students%Achievement%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
How$does$the$charter$school’s$performance$compare$to$the$sponsoring$district$and$the$state$as$
a$whole?$
Evidence:!
•! State!Assessment!results!from!ODE!website:!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!
!
Figure!4!compares!the!performance!of!MRA!students!on!2015B16!state!assessments!in!ELA!and!Math!to!
the! performance! of! all! students! tested! in! the! sponsoring! district! and! the! state.! In! ELA,! the! school’s!

!
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performance!is!about!the!same!as!the!district!and!the!state!average.!In!math,!MRA’s!performance!is!better!
than!the!district!and!about!the!same!as!the!state!average.!!
!
Figure%4.%%Percentage%Meeting/Exceeding%State%Standards%in%ELA%and%Math%on%2015H16*%
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Data!retrieved!from!www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

!

!
The!school!is!rated!“Meeting”!in!this!domain.!%

!

%
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4.0%%FEDERAL%ACCOUNTABILITY:%STUDENT%PERFORMANCE%&%PROGRAMS%
%
4.1%%Student%Achievement% %
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Nearly%Meeting%
Did$the$charter$school$meet$Oregon$Annual$Measurable$Objectives$in$English$language$arts$and$
math,$as$well$as$for$graduation,$attendance$and$participation,$approved$through$the$Federal$
2012$ESEA$waiver$process?$
!
*$Although$Oregon’s$ESEA$flexibility$waiver$expired$on$August$1,$2016,$since$this$evaluation$is$being$
conducted$on$data$through$the$2015/16$SY,$the$waiver$still$applies.$$
!
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! 2015D16!School!Report!Card!
•! 2015D16!Report!Card!Rating!Details!Report!
•! State!Assessment!Results,!ODE!website:!http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!
!
Participation!in!State!Assessments!
According!to!the!school!report!card,!86.6%!of!MRA!students!participated!in!the!ELA!state!assessment!and!
85.8%! participated! in! the! math! state! assessment.! The! school! did! not! meet! the! participation! target! of!
94.5%!for!ELA!or!math.!When!the!CSS!evaluator!asked!the!executive!director!if!the!school!is!taking!any!
steps!to!increase!participation!in!state!assessments,!the!executive!director!responded:!“We!have!not!at!
this!time.!As!a!charter!school!of!choice,!we!do!have!some!parents!with!strong!opinions!with!regard!to!
state!testing.!We!take!the!stance!that!as!long!as![students]!are!showing!progress!and!our!curriculum!is!
strong!and!inBline!with!the!standards,!they!can!make!their!own!choice!as!a!family.”!!
!
Attendance!
Since!the!Attendance!AMO!data!for!2015B16!is!not!available!at!the!time!this!report!is!being!written,!2014B
15! data! is! used! for! this! evaluation.! ! Also,! note! that! two! years! of! data! are! combined! to! determine! the!
Attendance!AMO,!so!the!data!will!be!from!school!years!2013B14!and!2014B15.!!
!
The!AMO!for!attendance!is!92.0%.!Data!in!Table!9!shows!that!MRA!met!the!AMO!for!attendance.!!
!
Table%9.%Annual%Measurable%Objective%(AMO)%for%Attendance%for%MRA,%2014H15*%
2013B14!
2014B15!
Combined!
Met!92.0%!
!
Attendance!Rate!
Attendance!Rate!
Attendance!Rate!
Target?!
All!students!!
*

95.4%!

94.1%!

94.8%!

Yes!

Data!retrieved!from!http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?=5387!

!
Academic!Growth!
Oregon! adopted! a! growth! model! as! part! of! the! process! of! obtaining! a! waiver! from! some! of! the!
requirements!of!the!NCLB!Act.!According!to!ODE,!this!growth!model!provides!a!more!complete!picture!of!
student!performance!and!helps!provide!a!better!evaluation!of!school!effectiveness.!The!growth!model!
examines!a!student’s!current!performance!as!compared!to!that!of!his/her!academic!peers!with!a!similar!
test! score! history,! and! expresses! it! as! a! percentile.! The! Oregon! school! accountability! system! uses! the!
median!growth!percentile!for!both!ELA!and!mathematics!to!represent!the!“typical”!growth!at!a!school.!!
!
Table!10!shows!the!median!growth!percentiles!in!ELA!and!math!for!MRA!students.!!
!

!
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!
!
Table%10.%Academic%Growth%for%ELA%and%Math%for%MRA%Students*%
!
2014B15!
2015B16!
!
Median!
Median!
#!Students!
Growth!
#!Students!
Growth!
Percentile!
Percentile!
ELA!!
69!
30.0!
76!
59.0!
Math!!
69!
41.0!
75!
49.0!
*

Combined!
Growth!
Percentile!
46.0!
47.0!

Data!retrieved!from!2015D16!Report!Card!Rating!Details!Report!

!
The!combined!growth!percentiles!of!46.0!for!ELA!and!47.0!for!math!indicate!that!the!typical!student!at!
MRA!exhibited!growth!in!ELA!as!high!or!higher!than!46%!of!his/her!academic!peers!and!in!math!as!high!or!
higher!than!47%!of!his/her!academic!peers.!This!growth!is!slightly!below!average.!!
!
NOTE:!A!reminder!that!these!results!should!be!interpreted!with!caution!because!the!school’s!assessment!
participation! rate! falls! below! the! target! 0f! 94.5%.! The! available! tests! may! not! be! representative! of! all!
students!required!to!test.!!
!
Academic!Achievement!
The!Academic!Achievement!Indicator!reflects!the!percent!of!all!students!that!meet!or!exceed!standards!
on!the!state!English!language!arts!and!mathematics!assessments!at!all!tested!grades!in!the!school.!Both!
English!language!arts!and!math!have!an!annual!measurable!target!and!each!student!group!will!meet!the!
target!if!the!value!for!“%!of!students!at!Level!3!or!Level!4”!is!greater!than!or!equal!to!the!target.!The!ELA!
target!is!54.4%!and!the!math!target!is!40.0%.!!
!
2015B16!state!assessment!data!for!MRA!is!displayed!in!Table!11.!Since!MRA’s!“Combined!%!met”!for!ELA!
is!48.3%,!the!school!did!not!meet!the!target!in!ELA.!!However,!the!school!did!meet!in!math.!!
!
Table%11.%%Academic%Achievement%Indicators%for%ELA%and%Math*%
!
2014B15!
2015B16!
Combined!%!
Meet!AMO!
Met!
target?!
!
Tests!
%!Level!3/4!
Tests!
%!Level!3/4!
ELA!
89!
39.3%!
114!
55.3%!
48.3%!
No!
Math!
89!
39.3%!
113!
43.4%!
41.6%!
Yes!
*
Data!retrieved!from!2015D16!Report!Card!Rating!Details!Report!
$
Since!MRA!met!some!of!the!AMO!targets!but!not!all,!the!school!is!rated!“Nearly!Meeting”!in!this!domain.!!
$

$
4.2%%Highly%Qualified%Compliance%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
Do$ staff$ members$ teaching$ core$ academic$ subjects$ meet$ the$ requirements$ for$ "highly$
qualified"?$
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
•! Spreadsheet!of!staff!assignment!with!TSPC!licensure!information!provided!by!MRA!
!
The!executive!director!reported!that!100%!of!the!teachers!in!core!subjects!at!MRA!meet!the!federal!HQ!
requirements.!The!school!earns!a!rating!of!“Meeting”!the!highest!possible!rating!for!this!domain.!
!
!
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4.3.a%%English%Language%Learners%–%Programs$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Rating:$Not%Rated%
Does$the$charter$school$implement$appropriate$practices$in$providing$programs$to$English$Language$
Learners$(ELL)?%

%
4.3.b%%English%Language%Learners%–%Monitoring$Progress%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Not%Rated%
Does$the$charter$school$work$to$assess$ELL$students$and$monitor$their$progress$so$that$English$Language$
Learners$(ELL)$can$succeed$in$the$charter$school$program?$
!
According!to!the!executive!director,!during!the!2015B16!school!year!there!was!one!Spanish!speaking!family!
with!two!children!enrolled!at!MRA.!Communication!to!all!MRA!families!was!sent!home!in!English,!with!the!
exception!of!student!report!cards!which!were!sent!in!Spanish.!The!executive!director!also!explained:!“The!
one! [SpanishBspeaking]! family! we! have! has! older! children! who! are! proficient! in! English! and! able! to!
translate!as!needed.!When!new!ELL!families!enroll!at!MRA!we!will!determine!how!to!best!communicate!
with!them!on!an!individual!basis.”!
!
The! MRSD! provides! a! district! administrator! to! conduct! annual! ELPA! testing! for! all! MRA! students! who!
qualify.!The!executive!director!reported!that!in!2015B16!MRA’s!two!ELL!students—currently!in!monitor!
status—were!assessed!using!ELPA.!!
!
Recommendation:%
The%school%is%not%rated%in%these%two%domains%(4.3a,%4.3b)%because%no%students%currently%at%MRA%qualify%
for%ELD%services.%However,%the%CSS%evaluator%recommends%that%MRA%staff%consider%how%the%school%will%
support%the%needs%of%ELLs%in%the%future.%Without%the%support%and%systems%in%place%and%intentionally%
advertised%to%ELL%families,%it%is%unlikely%that%families%whose%children%need%and%qualify%for%ELD%support%
would%consider%MRA%a%viable%option%for%their%child/ren.%%%%

%
%
4.4%%Special%Education%Delivery%of%Services%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%!
Are$regulatory$guidelines$implemented$for$IDEA/eligible$students$so$that$sponsoring$districts$
take$responsibility$for$providing$special$education$to$charter$school$students?$%
Evidence:!
•! Documentation!provided!by!the!executive!director!
•! Interview!with!learning!specialist!from!MRSD!!
!
Molalla!River!School!District!provides!a!learning!specialist!to!support!the!learning!needs!of!students!at!
MRA!who!qualify!for!special!education!services.!The!learning!specialist!spends!80%!of!his!time!at!MRA.!In!
addition! to! the! specialist,! an! instructional! assistant! is! also! designated! to! support! MRA! students! with!
special!education!needs.!
!!
The!learning!specialist!reported!he!is!responsible!for!reviewing!the!IEPs!of!new!students!as!they!enroll!at!
MRA.! He! also! schedules! and! facilitates! IEP! meetings! and! monitors! students’! progress! toward! meeting!
their!IEP!goals.!The!learning!specialist!also!reported!he!relies!heavily!on!data!in!serving!the!needs!of!special!
education!students.!He!explained:!“Student!data!drives!what!I!do!with!each!student.”!!
!
The!learning!specialist!reported!he!keeps!in!close!contact!with!parents!and!communicates!frequently!with!
teachers!to!monitor!students’!progress.!He!meets!bimonthly!with!the!executive!director!and!monthly!with!
each!grade!level!team.!!!
!
!

!
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The!executive!director!described!the!model!for!delivering!special!education!services!to!students!at!MRA:!!
“Our! learning! specialist! works! closely! with! staff! to! ensure! that! special! needs! students! at! MRA!
receive! specialized! instruction! that! meets! their! academic! needs.! Students! are! pulled! out! for!
services!in!the!lower!grades!with!specific!targeted!goals!to!work!on!in!the!special!education!room.!
Students!in!grades!5!through!8!receive!more!push!in!and!some!pull!out.”!
!
Commendation:%
Based%on%evidence%observed,%the%school%is%rated%“Exceeding”%in%this%domain.%The%school%and%the%district%
deserve%commendations%for%working%collaboratively%to%create%an%exemplary%partnership%to%ensure%that%
MRA%students%with%disabilities%receive%appropriate%services.%Communication%between%charter%school%
staff%and%district%special%education%staff%is%frequent%and%ongoing.%%%
!
!

4.5%%Section%504%Services%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%%Meeting%
To$what$extent$are$regulatory$guidelines$implemented$for$Section$504/eligible$students?$

Evidence:!
•!Interview!with!executive!director!
!
The!executive!director!reported!that!the!counselor!is!typically!responsible!for!monitoring!students!on!504!
plans,! but! while! the! counselor! was! out! on! maternity! leave,! the! executive! director! assumed! the!
responsibility.!The!executive!director!explained!that!students!are!on!504s!for!a!wide!array!of!reasons!from!
severe!allergies!to!dyslexia;!consequently,!the!504!plans!are!very!studentBspecific.!The!executive!director,!
classroom!teacher,!parent!(and!counselor!when!she!is!not!on!leave)!meet!at!least!annually!to!review!each!
student’s!504!and!adjust!the!plan!as!needed.!Six!students!were!on!504!plans!during!the!2015B2016!school!
year.!!
!
NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%

%
%
4.6%%Free/Reduced%Price%Lunch%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
Does$the$school$follow$federal$guidelines$for$identifying$students$for$program$eligibility$and$
for$safeguarding$student$privacy?$

Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Back!to!School!packet!sent!home!–!with!link!to!the!ODE!website!for!F/R!application!forms!
•! Letter!to!household!regarding!free/reduced!meals;!including!FAQs!
•! Eligibility!Notification!Letter!–!Free!and!Reduced!Price!Meal!Benefits!
•! Information!about!F/R!Price!Meals!on!the!school!website!
•! Letter!informing!parents!about!the!launch!of!the!new!lunch!program!at!MRA!
!
The!executive!director!reported!that!information!about!the!federal!free!and!reduced!lunch!program!is!
distributed! to! families! at! the! beginning! of! the! year! with! other! application/registration! materials.!
Information!about!the!program!is!also!posted!on!the!school!website.!!
The!executive!director!explained!that!she!worked!with!the!state!health!department!to!develop!the!process!
for!identifying!students!for!F/R!meal!program!eligibility!since!2015B16!was!the!first!year!since!2010!that!
MRA! offered! a! fullBtime! lunch! program.! The! director! explained! that! the! F/R! meal! applications! come!
directly!to!her!and!the!confidentiality!of!families!who!are!applying!to!the!program!is!protected.!

!
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Commendation:%
MRA%earns%commendation%for%ensuring%that%the%food%program%selected%aligns%with%the%school’s%core%
values%and%mission.%The%locallyHowned%and%operated%company,%Fresh%n’%Local,%provides%nutritious%meals%
using%locallyHsourced%foods—even%using%some%of%the%produce%from%MRA’s%own%garden.%%%
%
NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%
%

%

!

%
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5.0%%STATE%ACCOUNTABILITY%
%
5.1.a%%Nondiscriminatory%Practices%–%Access%to%Programs%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Is$ the$ charter$ school$ complying$ with$ statutory$ guidelines$ for$ nondiscriminatory$ practices$ in$
regard$to$student$access$to$programs?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Molalla!River!Academy!Policy!Manual!
•! Parent!and!Student!Handbook!2015D16!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Interview!with!Parents!
!

MRA!has!policy!in!place!prohibiting!discriminatory!practices!regarding!student!access!to!all!programs.!The!
policy! states:! “MRA! admits! students! of! any! race,! color,! national! and! ethnic! origin! to! all! the! rights,!
privileges,! programs,! and! activities! generally! accorded! or! made! available! to! its! students.! It! does! not!
discriminate!on!the!basis!of!race,!color,!and!national!or!ethnic!origin!in!administration!of!its!educational!
policies,!admissions!policies!and!other!schoolBadministered!programs.”!
The!nondiscrimination!policies!are!well!documented!and!clearly!communicated!in!the!MRA!Policy!Manual,!
the!Charter!School!Contract,!and!in!school!publications!including!the!Parent!and!Student!Handbook,!the!
school’s!website!(under!the!Admissions!tab)!and!on!the!Application!for!Admission!form.!!
!
In!conversations!with!the!executive!director!and!parents,!the!CSS!evaluator!received!adequate!evidence!
that!the!policies!described!in!print!are!followed!in!practice!at!MRA.!The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!
domain.!
!
!

5.1.b%%Nondiscriminatory%Practices%–%Hiring%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Is$ the$ charter$ school$ complying$ with$ statutory$ guidelines$ for$ nondiscriminatory$ practices$ in$
regard$to$staff$hiring?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Molalla!River!Academy!Policy!Manual!
•! Employee!Handbook!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
•! Interview!with!staff!

!
MRA! has! policy! prohibiting! discriminatory! practices! regarding! staff! hiring.! The! policies! are! wellBdocumented! and!
clearly!communicated!in!the!MRA!Policy!Manual,!the!Charter!School!Contract,!and!in!the!Employee!Handbook.!!
!
The!following!nondiscrimination!statement!appears!in!several!prominent!locations!including!the!MRA!Policy!Manual:!
!
“Equal! employment! opportunity! and! treatment! shall! be! provided! in! recruiting,! hiring,! retention,! transfer,!
promotion! and! training! of! all! employees! regardless! of! race,! color,! national! origin,! religion,! sex,! age,! marital!
status,!or!disability,!as!long!as!the!employee!is!able!to!perform!the!essential!functions!of!the!position,!without!
or!without!reasonable!accommodation.”!!
!
Equal!opportunity!employment!practices!are!also!addressed!in!the!MRA!Employee!Handbook:!!
!

!
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“MRA! is! an! equal! opportunity! employer.! All! aspects! of! employment! will! be! governed! on! the! basis! of!
qualifications,!competence!and!job!performance,!and!will!not!be!influenced!in!any!manner!by!an!individual’s!
race,!religion,!color,!sex,!marital!status,!age,!disability,!national!origin,!or!any!other!characteristic!protected!by!
law.”!!

!
In!conversations!with!the!executive!director!and!staff,!the!CSS!evaluator!received!adequate!evidence!that!the!policies!
described!in!print!are!followed!in!practice!at!MRA.!The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

%
5.2.a%Curriculum%H%Standards$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Rating:%Exceeding%
Does$the$curriculum$meet$state$academic$content$standards?$

Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Online!Lesson!Planners!for!grades!3D4!and!5D6!from!Planbook.com!
•! Curriculum!Maps!
•! Observations!in!classrooms!
•! Interview!with!teachers!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
!
The!charter!school!contract!states!that!MRA!will!comply!with!all!state!requirements!as!outlined!in!ORS!
329.045! including! implementing! curriculum! that! meets! state! academic! content! standards.! One! of! the!
school’s!Academic!Performance!Goals!identified!in!the!MRA!Annual!Report!2014B2015!was!to!“continue!
the!process!of!aligning!its!thematic!units,!reading,!writing,!mathematics!and!science!with!all!Common!Core!
Standards.”!The!executive!director!reported!this!work!has!been!completed!and!all!curriculum!areas!are!
now! fully! aligned! to! state! standards.! Samples! of! the! units! were! included! in! the! collection! of! evidence!
presented!to!the!CSS!evaluator.!!
!
The!executive!director!described!the!extensive!process!the!school!implemented!as!MRA!staff!worked!to!
identify!and!eventually!adopt!a!new!curriculum:!
!
•! Defining!pros!and!cons!of!the!current!curriculum/plan! !
•! Determining!needs!–!what!are!we!looking!for?! !
•! Narrowing!down!possible!curriculums!if!it!is!purchased,!such!as!math! Researching!projects!and!
themes!that!might!be!a!better!fit!for!theme!and!literacy! !
•! Math!only:!Obtain!copies!of!the!curriculum,!betaBtest!it!if!possible,!and!use!a!rubric!with!the!math!
curriculum!to!score!qualities!of!the!programs.! !
•! Determine!the!best!fit!for!MRA!!
!
The!curriculum!search!resulted!in!MRA!adopting!College!Preparatory!Math!(CPM)!for!grades!6B8.!CPM!is!
aligned!to!the!Common!Core!State!Standards.!For!grades!KB5,!MRA!is!using!Singapore!Math—which!is!also!
aligned!to!CCSS—although!the!executive!director!reported!that!the!school!will!move!to!Bridges!for!KB5!in!
Fall!2016.!!
!
Curriculum! maps! provide! evidence! that! all! content! areas! at! MRA! are! aligned! to! state! standards.! Each!
thematic!map!includes:!the!content!area/essential!question,!a!list!of!skills!or!standards!each!student!will!
master!during!the!unit,!key!learning!activities,!assessments,!and!teacher!resources.!!
!

!
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Sample!lesson!plans!using!the!Online!Lesson!Planner!from!Planbook.com!were!also!provided!as!evidence!
that!the!stated!curriculum!is!being!implemented.!The!lesson!plans!include!timelines,!topics,!instructional!
activities,!and!notes!to!the!teachers!regarding!differentiation!strategies.!!!
!
During! the! site! visit,! the! evaluator! observed! a! strong! focus! on! literacy! in! every! classroom! she! visited.!
Reading!materials!were!plentiful!and!located!in!places!where!students!could!easily!access!them.!Students!
were!reading!and!writing!in!several!classrooms.!Student!writing!was!displayed!in!many!classrooms!and!
hallways!as!well.!!
!
The!executive!director!reported!that!during!2015B16!a!significant!amount!of!professional!development!
time!focused!on!literacy,!theme!and!specials!curriculum!including!a!twoBday!retreat!before!school!started,!
every!other!week!team!meetings!to!adjust!and!plan!lessons,!weekly!meetings!to!reflect!on!units!and!plan!
together,!and!time!at!the!end!of!the!year!to!debrief.!!
!!
Based!on!a!review!of!curriculum!maps!and!Online!Lesson!Planners!provided!by!the!executive!director!as!
well!as!through!observations!in!at!the!school!the!evidence!suggests!all!academic!curricular!areas!are!fully!
aligned! with! state! standards.! In! addition,! evidence! shows! that! teacher! training! has! been! provided! to!
ensure!teachers!have!the!knowledge!and!skills!to!deliver!the!curriculum!effectively.!For!this!domain,!MRA!
earns!a!rating!of!“Exceeding.”!!
!
!

5.2.b%%Curriculum%H%Assessment$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Rating:%Exceeding%%
To$ what$ extent$ is$ the$ charter$ school$ conducting$ valid$ assessments$ of$ student$ performance$
consistent$with$Oregon$state$standards?$
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Samples!of!assessments!for!students’!work!including!accompanying!rubrics!
!
One! of! MRA’s! core! values! (identified! in! the! Charter! School! Contract,! Exhibit! B;! Parent! and! Student!
Handbook)!is:!“We!practice!authentic!assessment.”!Based!on!the!evaluator’s!observations!during!the!site!
visit!on!May!3,!2016,!the!commitment!to!authentic!assessment!practices!was!apparent!throughout!the!
school.!!
!
In!music!class,!the!evaluator!observed!7th!and!8th!grade!students!designing!and!building!their!own!guitars!
as!they!learned!about!the!science!of!how!different!sounds!are!made!on!the!instrument.!!Grades!5!and!6!
were!preparing!for!a!field!trip!to!OMSI!and!other!students!were!tending!the!garden.!!
!
Evidence!provided!to!the!CSS!evaluator!shows!that!MRA!staff!consistently!use!rubrics!to!support!student!
learning.! Rubrics! in! studentBfriendly! language! provide! students! with! a! clear! understanding! of! what! is!
expected!of!them.!Rubrics!provide!formative!feedback!to!students!and!help!students!with!the!process!of!
continuous!improvement!and!revision.!!
!
The!executive!director!provided!the!following!update!regarding!assessment!at!MRA:!!
!
!“In!the!2014B2015!school!year!the!majority!of!our!professional!development!time!was!spent!on!
assessments!–!formative!and!summative.!We!used!DragonFly,!an!online!training!program!to!guide!
us!through!the!process.!During!the!2015B2016!school!year!we!visited!our!writing!rubrics!and!beta!
tested!a!revised!general!form!for!quick,!onBdemand!writing!assessment.!We!evaluated!assessment!

!
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rubrics!KB8!and!determined!a!format!that!we!will!begin!to!use!next!year.!In!2016B2017!we!will!
begin!the!year!by!calibrating!on!writing!assessment.!We!will!then!circle!back!around!to!assessment!
in!general.”!
!
Dragonfly! includes! a! performance! measurement! program! designed! to! assess! students’! basic! math!
understanding! including! number! sense,! calculations,! operations,! and! measurement.! The! results! of! the!
assessments! provide! teachers! with! knowledge! about! the! gaps! in! students’! learning! and! also! provides!
appropriate!activities!to!address!students’!needs.!The!executive!director!reported!that!teachers!found!
“these!assessments!were!very!useful!in!collecting!data!for!the!Student!Services!Team!and!for!students!
struggling!in!specific!areas.”!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

%
5.3%%Distinctive%Teaching%Techniques$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Rating:%Exceeding$
To$what$extent$is$the$charter$school$implementing$distinctive$instructional$practices$as$outlined$
in$their$contract$with$the$sponsoring$district?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!between!MRSD!and!MRA!(2009D2012,!2012D2015,!2015D2020)!
•! Teacher!Retreat!Agenda!(8/30D9/1/15)!
•! Classroom!observations!
•! Curriculum!Maps!!
!
MRA’s!Charter!School!Contract!describes!how!the!mission!of!the!school!drives!the!distinctive!instructional!
practices! employed! by! MRA! teachers:! “Molalla! River! Academy’s! education! practices! are! driven! by! our!
mission!and!our!vision.!The!core!values!help!support!these!practices!as!we!strive!to!provide!our!students!
with!an!integrated!curriculum!and!with!teaching!that!reaches!all!aspects!of!intelligence!and!learning.”!
!
The!most!prominent!instructional!practices!at!MRA!fall!into!three!categories:!!i)!thematic!teaching!and!
learning;!ii)!projectBbased!learning;!and!iii)!culminating!events.!Each!category!is!described!in!more!detail!
below!as!outlined!in!Exhibit!B!of!the!Charter!School!Contract.!!

●!Thematic%Teaching%and%Learning
Subject!matter!at!MRA!is!integrated!into!thematic!units.!Themes!provide!the!context!for!the!study!of!social!
studies,!language!arts,!science,!the!arts,!physical!education!and!math.!Every!classroom!participates!in!a!
schoolBwide! theme,! a! year! long! theme,! and! classroom! themes! all! of! which! are! intertwined! during! the!
school! year.! The! current! classroom! theme! is! evident! upon! entering! the! classroom.! Exhibits,! shows,!
performances,! demonstrations,! projects,! publications,! theme! books,! and! other! methods! are! used! to!
showcase!student!work.!!
!
Themes! represent! a! way! of! managing! related! information! about! the! human! experience,! and! they!
constitute! the! organizing! strands! that! thread! through! a! student’s! studies,! providing! a! framework! for!
deliberation!and!thought.!The!subject!matter!becomes!more!relevant!and!more!authentic!for!learners.!
Teacher!collaboration!through!the!various!themes!provides!increased!consistency!from!grade!to!grade!
and!a!stronger!culture!of!community!at!MRA.!!
The!curriculum!maps!(described!in!previous!section!of!this!report)!and!classroom!observations!provide!
ample!evidence!that!the!curriculum!at!MRA!is!integrated!into!thematic!units.!!

!
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●!Project%Based%Learning
The!majority!of!learning!at!MRA!is!accomplished!through!handsBon!activities,!or!projects!that!are!primarily!
studentBdriven.!Classrooms!abound!with!math!manipulatives,!science!experiments,!and!projects!of!every!
kind.!Writing!is!an!important!educational!activity!that!students!are!engaged!in!every!day!in!a!variety!of!
authentic!ways;!ditto!sheets!are!kept!to!a!minimum.!!
!
In! addition! to! classroom! projects,! MRA! provides! schoolBwide! themed! projects! such! as:! Roots! of!
Responsibility!Day,!5K!Running!Events,!the!MRA!Showcase,!and!the!Winter!Program.!!
!
●!Culminating%Events
All!of!the!thematic!units!at!MRA!end!in!a!culminating!event.!Culminating!events!might!be!directly!related!
to!their!project,!it!may!be!presented!to!the!entire!school!community,!and!it!could!be!an!event!reserved!
just!for!that!class.!The!purpose!is!to!provide!a!venue!for!sharing!and!celebrating!the!learning!of!that!unit!
in!a!meaningful!way.!!
!
During!the!MRA!Teacher!Retreat!(8/3—9/1/15)!staff!received!extensive!professional!development!to!help!
them!more!fully!understand!what!it!means!to!teach!at!MRA.!Topics!included:!general!expectations!for!
teachers!at!MRA,!teachers!as!leaders,!and!a!review!of!the!curriculum!maps.!!
!
Based!on!the!evidence!provided!by!MRA!and!observed!by!the!evaluator,!MRA!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!
domain.!!
!
Commendation:%%
MRA%staff%deserve%commendations%for%their%steadfast%commitment%to%and%focus%on%the%three%distinctive%
teaching%practices%outlined%in%the%school’s%charter%agreement:%thematic%teaching%and%learning,%projectH
based%learning%and%culminating%events.%Evidence%shows%that%all%events%and%learning%experiences%at%MRA%
align%with%at%least%one%of%these%key%practices.%%
!
!

5.4%%School%Improvement%Plan%%
%
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding$
Does$the$charter$school$develop$a$School$Improvement$Plan$(SIP)$with$measurable$goals$and$
align$staff$development$strategies$to$achieve$them?%
Evidence:!
•! MRA!Annual!Report!2014D2015!
•! MRA!School!Improvement!Plan!2015D2016!
•! MRA!Strategic!Plan!2015D16!
•! Professional!Development!Calendar!for!the!2015D16!SY!

%

MRA’s! Strategic! Plan! 2015B16! addresses! five! areas:! i)! campus/facilities;! ii)! programs/academic/!
professional!development;!iii)!events;!iv)!outreach;!and!v)!development/financial.!For!each!area!in!the!
Strategic!Plan,!MRA!staff!have!identified!goals—for!year!one,!two,!three,!four!and!longBterm.!The!Strategic!
Plan!provides!a!highBlevel!roadmap!describing!how!the!MRA!plans!to!move!the!school!forward!in!the!short!
term!and!long!term.!!
!
MRA!also!has!a!School!Improvement!Plan!(SIP)!that!is!updated!annually.!The!2015B16!SIP!includes!goals!
for!the!year!that!align!to!the!five!areas!outlined!in!the!Strategic!Plan.!The!SIP!also!includes!an!action!plan!
that!describes!steps!MRA!staff!will!take!to!address!each!goal.!!!

!
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In!accordance!with!the!Charter!School!Agreement,!the!executive!director!presents!an!annual!report!to!
the!District!board!during!which!she!includes!a!reflection!on!the!previous!year’s!SIP!as!well!as!an!overview!
of!the!SIP!for!the!current!year.!!
!
The!professional!development!calendar!provides!evidence!that!MRA!staff!receive!training!in!the!areas!
identified!in!the!School!Improvement!plan.!In!addition,!evidence!exists!indicating!that!the!SIP!is!reviewed!
regularly!by!the!MRA!staff.!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!
!

5.5%%Licensure%of%Charter%School%Staff%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding!
Is$the$charter$school$compliant$with$Oregon$statutes$regarding$teacher$licensure$and$
registration$and$charter$agreements?$

Evidence:!
•! Interview!and!email!communication!with!executive!director!
•! Copy!of!staff!assignment!
!
According! to! the! executive! director! and! documentation! provided! to! the! CSS! evaluator,! 100%! of! MRA!
teachers!are!licensed!by!TSPC.!The!school!earns!a!rating!of!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

%
5.6%%%Teacher%Evaluation%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding!
Is$the$charter$school$compliant$with$statutory$guidance$and$sponsoring$school$district$policy$
regarding$teacher$performance$evaluation,$including$the$requirements$of$SB$290$if$teachers$are$
school$district$employees?%
Evidence:!
•! Employee!Handbook!2015D16!
•! Sample!template!for!a!90Dday!teacher!evaluation!
•! Goal!sheets!and!evaluation!rubric!
•! Goal!setting/Teaching!information!sheet!
•! Sample!Teacher!Goal!Sheet!
•! Peer!Observation!Survey!
•! Peer!Observation!Sample!Document!and!FollowDup!Observation!Form!
•! MidDyear!Teacher!Survey/Reflection!
•! New!Teach!MidDYear!SelfDEvaluation!Form!
•! Formal!Observation!SelfDReflection!
•! EndDofDYear!Teacher!Survey/Reflection!
•! Same!EndDofDYear!Evaluation!
!
The! Employee! Handbook! provides! a! detailed! description! of! MRA’s! evaluation! process! for! teachers,!
instructional! assistants! and! administrators.! The! handbook! emphasizes! that! “the! performance! review!
process! is! intended! to! provide! twoBway! communication! between! the! staff! member! and! the! Executive!
Director!to!openly!discuss!your!job!duties,!the!areas!in!which!you!excel!and!any!areas!which!may!require!
improvement.”!
!
The!executive!director!reported!that!she!created!the!MRA!Teacher!Evaluation!Rubric!which!is!based!on!
the! mission! and! the! core! values! of! the! school.! The! rubric! addresses! five! domains:! planning! and!

!
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preparation;!practice!of!authentic!assessment;!classroom/school!environment;!teaching!and!learning;!and!
professional! responsibilities.! Competencies! are! defined! under! each! domain! along! with! descriptions! of!
what!distinguished,!proficient,!basic!and!unsatisfactory!levels!look!like!within!each!competency.!!
!
According!to!the!executive!director,!MRA!teachers!set!personal!and!staff!goals!each!year!based!on!the!
evaluation!rubric.!She!explained!that!teachers!set!their!goals!at!the!beginning!of!the!school!year!using!
data! from! their! previous! year’s! evaluation.! Beginning! in! 2015B16,! MRA! teachers! were! required! to! set!
student!achievement!and!academic!growth!goals!in!addition!to!their!personal!and!professional!goals.!MRA!
teachers! are! also! required! to! complete! a! selfBevaluation! form! each! year.! Goals! are! reviewed! with! the!
executive!director!throughout!the!school!year!with!a!midByear!checkBin!and!a!final!review!in!June.!
!
The!employee!handbook!explains!that!“all!new!employees!will!be!evaluated!on!a!semiBannual!basis!and!
all!returning!employees!will!be!evaluated!on!a!minimum!of!an!annual!basis.”!Documentation!describing!
the!evaluation!process!at!MRA!states:!“The!Executive!Director!conducts!a!series!of!informal!classroom!
visits!throughout!the!school!year,!and!one!formal!observation!(two!for!new!staff).”!During!the!year,!the!
executive!director!and!each!teacher!meet!every!other!week!for!a!half!hour!to!discuss!curriculum,!students,!
etc.!In!addition,!every!other!week!(the!“off”!weeks)!the!executive!director!meets!with!partner!teaching!
teams!to!review!their!successes,!struggles!and!questions.!!
!
Formal!evaluations!for!teachers!who!have!been!at!MRA!for!at!least!a!year!typically!occur!at!the!end!of!the!
school! year.! For! the! formal! observation! teachers! are! required! to! submit! a! written! lesson! plan.! The!
executive!director!observes!the!lesson!and!follows!up!with!a!report!of!what!she!observed.!The!teacher!
reflects!on!the!lesson!and!then!the!director!and!the!teacher!meet!to!discuss!what!was!observed.!!
!
According!to!the!employee!handbook,!new!staff!are!required!to!have!a!90Bday!evaluation.!The!executive!
director!explained!at!the!beginning!of!the!school!year!she!meets!with!new!teachers!and!asks!them!to!
identify!three!goals!from!the!evaluation!rubric!on!which!they!want!to!focus!during!the!year.!After!90!days,!
the!teacher!is!asked!to!reflect!on!his/her!progress!on!the!three!goals!and!then!meets!with!the!executive!
director! to! discuss! the! progress! made! on! the! goals.! During! this! meeting,! the! executive! director! may!
suggest!additional!areas!on!which!she!wants!the!teacher!to!focus!and!may!also!recommend!resources!to!
support!the!teacher!in!his/her!specific!areas!of!need.!
!
In! addition! to! traditional! evaluations! by! the! executive! director,! all! licensed! staff! are! expected! to!
participate! in! a! peer! evaluation.! Peer! evaluations! are! intended! to! provide! teachers! with! support! and!
productive!feedback.!Checklists!and!report!forms!are!provided!to!help!guide!teachers!through!the!peer!
evaluation!process.!The!executive!director!reported!that!the!goal!of!the!peer!evaluations!is!to!provide!
opportunities!for!staff!to!support!each!other—in!a!confidential!way—rather!than!to!serve!as!an!evaluation!
tool!for!her!to!assess!the!effectiveness!of!a!teacher.!
!
The!Employee!Handbook!describes!how!the!school!supports!employees!in!need!of!extra!help!to!meet!job!
expectations:!
!
!“Teacher/staff! Improvement! Plans! are! put! in! place! for! teachers! who! are! struggling! to! meet! the!
guidelines!set!forth!in!this!Handbook!and/or!on!the!Teacher!Evaluation!Form.!These!plans!are!meant!
to!provide!staff!members!with!additional!assistance!in!order!to!be!successful!at!MRA.!Plans!and!
situations!are!unique!to!individual!teachers.”!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
%

!
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Commendation:%
MRA%deserves%commendations%for%the%rigorous,%comprehensive%and%extensive%professional%growth%and%
evaluation% system% that% is% in% place% at% the% school.% The% peer% evaluation% program,% mentoring% for% new%
teachers%and%weekly%meetings%between%teachers%and%the%executive%director%are%particularly%impressive%
practices.%

%
%
5.7%%Screening%and%Hiring%Practices%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting!
Is$ the$ charter$ school$ compliant$ with$ statutory$ guidance$ and$ school$ district$ policy$ regarding$
criminal$background$checks?$
Evidence:!
•! Documentation!provided!by!the!executive!director!
•! Charter!School!Contract!
•! Parent!Handbook!
!
The! Charter! School! Contract! prohibits! MRA! from! employing! an! individual! “for! whom! a! criminal!
background! investigation! has! not! been! initiated! or! who! has! been! convicted! of! an! offense! that! would!
preclude!that!individual!from!working!in!a!public!school!in!Oregon.”!In!addition,!no!later!than!October!15th!
of!each!school!year!MRA!is!required!to!provide!to!the!District!a!list!containing!the!names!and!job!positions!
of!all!its!employees.!Such!list!shall!also!indicate!for!each!employee!the!date!of!initiation!of!the!criminal!
background!investigation!required!by!Oregon!law!(currently!ORS!181.534,!181.539,!326.603,!326.607!and!
342.232)!and!all!known!results!of!the!investigation.!
!
In! documentation! provided! by! the! executive! director,! “all! new! hires! are! required! to! be! fingerprinted!
through!ODE.”!Teachers!transferring!from!other!district!complete!a!form!that!is!sent!to!the!MRSD!then!
returned!to!MRA!verifying!the!status!of!the!background!check.!!
!
The!requirement!of!background!checks!for!any!school!volunteers!is!addressed!in!the!Parent!Handbook:!
!
“Prior!to!working!at!the!school,!volunteers!need!to!fill!out!any!required!paperwork!in!the!office,!
sign! in! and! out! daily,! pick! up! an! ID! badge,! be! trained! by! staff! when! applicable! and! follow! the!
school!code!of!conduct!as!would!be!expected!by!any!student!or!employee.!Annual!background!
checks!are!required!and!have!to!be!completed!by!ODE!for!all!volunteers!who!will!be!interacting!
with!the!students.”!!
!
NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%

%
%
5.8%%Reporting%of%Child%Abuse,%Training%on%Identification/Prevention%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%%
Is$the$charter$school$and$board$compliant$with$statutory$requirements$for$reporting$child$abuse$
or$sexual$conduct,$and$for$providing$school$employees,$parents/guardians,$and$children$annual$
training$ on$ the$ prevention$ and$ identification$ of$ child$ abuse$ and$ sexual$ conduct,$ and$ on$ the$
obligations$of$school$employees$for$reporting?$
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!
•! Policy!Manual!!
•! Employee!Handbook!

!
!
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The!Charter!School!Contract!explicitly!states!that!MRA!is!required!to!“comply!with!all!applicable!state!and!
federal!laws!concerning!student!welfare,!safety!and!health,!including!without!limitation,!the!reporting!of!
child!abuse…”!
!
Mandatory!reporting!on!child!abuse!is!also!addressed!in!the!MRA!Employee’s!Handbook.!Requirements!
for!reporting!child!abuse!and!sexual!conduct!are!also!included!in!the!school’s!Policy!Manual.!!
The!executive!director!reported!all!MRA!staff!are!required!to!take!the!online!training!through!SAFE!Schools!
each!year.!She!also!reviews!the!requirements!for!mandatory!reporting!during!the!August!inservice!each!
year.!!

%

NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%

%
%
5.9%%Employee%Relations%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding!
Has$the$charter$school$employed$generally$acceptable$employee$relations$practices$including$
the$provision$of$professional$development$plans?%
Evidence:!
•! Employee!Handbook!
•! Interviews!with!teachers!

%

In!addition!to!general!employment!policies,!MRA’s!Employee!Handbook!contains!information!about!work!
hours!and!compensation,!employee!records,!benefits,!leave!policies,!professional!standards,!employee!
responsibilities!and!expectations,!staff!evaluations,!and!complaint!procedures.!
!
Teachers!are!required!to!accrue!a!minimum!of!65!hours!of!continuing!education!per!school!year.!Trainings,!
inservices! and! professional! development! opportunities! scheduled! by! the! MRA! executive! director! are!
mandatory!for!all!teachers!and!can!be!applied!toward!the!65!required!hours.!In!addition,!teachers!can!
participate!in!workshops!conducted!by!other!schools,!approved!classes!at!a!local!college!or!university!or!
other!appropriate!professional!training!sessions!as!approved!by!the!executive!director.!!
!
Teachers!reported!to!the!CSS!evaluator!that!the!executive!director!has!an!“openBdoor!policy”!and!they!
feel!“100%!comfortable”!approaching!her!if!they!have!any!questions!or!concerns!about!schoolBrelated!
issues.!!
!
Based!on!the!following!evidence:!a!comprehensive!and!thorough!employee!handbook,!teachers!having!
easy!access!to!the!executive!director!when!they!have!questions!or!concerns!and!all!staff!engaged!in!some!
form! of! professional! development! during! the! school! year,! MRA! earns! a! rating! of! “Exceeding”! for! this!
domain.!
!
!

!
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6.0%%FISCAL%PERFORMANCE%AND%ACCOUNTABILITY%
%
6.1%%Accounting%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
Are$the$Generally$Accepted$Accounting$Principles$(GAAP)$being$implemented?!

Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2015!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2016!
!
The!Charter!School!Contract!requires!MRA!to!“operate!in!accordance!with!generally!accepted!accounting!
procedures!(GAAP)!or!other!generally!accepted!standards!of!fiscal!management!.!.!.!”!MRA!is!also!required!
to!have!an!annual!audit!of!its!accounts!and!to!provide!the!District!with!a!copy!of!the!audit!by!October!15!
of!each!year.!MRA!contracts!with!Pauly!Rogers,!an!independent!accounting!firm,!to!conduct!the!annual!
audit.!For!the!past!two!years,!the!reports!have!been!clean!with!no!concerns!presented!by!the!auditors.!!
!
The! CSS! evaluator! found! no! evidence! in! board! meeting! minutes! that! the! previous! year’s! audit! was!
discussed!at!board!meetings.!!
!
Recommendation:%%
MRA% Board% is% encouraged% to% review% the% financial% audit% during% a% board% meeting% and% record% in% the%
meeting%minutes%when%that%activity%occurs.!!!
!
!

6.2%%Internal%Controls%Assessment%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting!
Does$the$school$have$evidence$of$effective$operational$procedures$and$internal$controls?$
Evidence:!!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2015!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2016!
•! Communication!to!the!Governing!BodyD2016!(letter!from!Pauly!Rogers)!
!
Evidence! from! the! last! two! audits! indicate! that! the! school! has! effective! operational! procedures! and!
internal!controls!in!place.!No!significant!concerns!regarding!internal!controls!were!identified!in!the!audit!
for!the!year!ending!June!30,!2015!or!for!the!year!ending!June30,!2016.!
!
While! no! significant! deficiencies! regarding! internal! controls! were! identified! by! the! auditors,! the! CSS!
evaluator!agrees!with!the!auditors’!recommendation!that!the!MRA!Board!should!consider!following!best!
practice! by! “articulating! their! monitoring! practices! and! record! in! the! meeting! minutes! when! those!
activities!occur.”!!
!
The!auditors!also!noted!that!in!a!small!school!(such!at!MRA)!with!a!limited!number!of!personnel,!it!is!
sometimes!difficult!to!adequately!segregate!certain!duties!so!that!no!one!employee!has!access!to!both!
physical!assets!and!the!related!accounting!records!or!to!all!phases!of!a!transaction.!To!mitigate!the!risk!
that! unintentional! or! intentional! errors! or! irregularities! could! exist! and! not! be! promptly! detected,! the!
auditors!recommend!that!the!Board!continually!monitor!the!financial!activities!and!consider!obtaining!
additional! fidelity! insurance! coverage! to! compensate! for! this! risk.! The! CSS! evaluator! agrees! with! the!
recommendation.!!

!
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The!CSS!evaluator!did!not!find!any!evidence!of!documentation!describing!MRA’s!internal!controls!in!any!
of!the!materials!provided!for!this!evaluation—including!the!charter!contract!and!the!policy!manual.!The!
school!is!encouraged!to!consider!including!specific!language!about!internal!controls!either!in!the!policy!
manual! or! in! another! school! document! to! provide! a! safeguard! for! MRA’s! assets,! control! over!
expenditures,!and!accurate!reporting!of!financial!information.!!
!
The!recommendations!provided!in!this!section!does!not!affect!the!school’s!rating!for!this!domain.!The!
purpose!of!the!recommendations!is!to!tighten!up!and!clearly!communicate!internal!control!practices!at!
MRA.!The!school!earns!a!“Meeting”!rating!in!this!domain.!!

%
%
6.3%%Financial%Reporting%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%%%Meeting%
Has$ the$ school$ presented$ financial$ statements$ including$ board/approved$ budgets,$ annual$
audits,$and$interim$financial$statements$that$comply$with$financial$reporting$requirements$and$
their$Charter?!
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
•! MRA!Adopted!Budget!for!2016D17!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2015!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2016!
•! Board!of!Directors!Meeting!minutes!from!May!17,!2016!

!

MRA’s!Charter!contract!requires!that!“on!or!before!June!1st!of!each!year,!the!Molalla!River!Academy!shall!
submit!to!the!District!the!Molalla!River!Academy!proposed!budget!for!the!upcoming!school!year!and!the!
adopted!budget!by!July!1st.”!According!to!the!MRSD!business!manager,!MRA!is!in!compliance!with!this!
requirement!of!the!contract.!
!
Board!meeting!minutes!from!May!17,!2016!reveal!that!the!Board!approved!and!adopted!a!budget!for!the!
2016B17!school!year.!!
%
The!school!is!rated!“Meeting”!for!this!domain.!
%

%
6.4%%Response%to%Fiscal%Crisis%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting!
Has$ the$ school$ prepared$ contingency$ plans$ in$ response$ to$ fiscal$ instability$ and$ financial$
uncertainties$related$to$school$funding$as$well$as$charter$school$legislation?!
Evidence:!
•! Charter!School!Contract!
•! Communication!with!the!MRA!Board!president!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Financial!Report!for!Year!Ending!June!30,!2016!
•! MRA!Budget!2015B2016!
•! MRA!Funds!Report!FY16!2.16!(provided!by!the!school)!
!
According! to! the! Charter! School! Contract:! “MRA! shall! make! reasonable! progress! toward! retaining! a!
minimum! ending! balance! of! 8%! of! total! revenue! from! State! School! Funds,! and! a! minimum! operating!
contingency!of!at!least!2%!of!State!School!Funds.”!Based!on!the!most!recent!audit!and!communication!
!
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with!the!board!president,!MRA!is!in!compliance!with!this!requirement!in!the!charter!contract.!The!board!
president!reported!that!the!school!has!a!healthy!reserve!account!to!support!the!school!in!case!of!any!
financial!uncertainty.!
!
NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%
%
%

6.5%%Insurance%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting!
Does$the$school$hold$current$insurance$policies$for$performance$bonding$and$for$buildings$and$
items$in$the$contract?!

Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!the!executive!director!
•! Policy!#!31DP63005D495!
!
MRA!provided!a!copy!of!the!school’s!current!insurance!policy!held!with!Property!and!Casualty!Coverage!
for!Education!(PACE).!The!school!is!in!compliance!with!insurance!requirements!outlined!in!the!Charter!
School!Contract.%
%
NOTE:%Schools%are%rated%either%“Meeting”%or%“Not%Meeting”%for%this%domain.%

!
!
6.6%%Site%and%Facilities%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding!
Are$ all$ licenses,$ approvals,$ permits,$ and$ inspections$ current$ and$ procedures$ for$ corrective$
actions$and$emergency$plans$in$place?$
Evidence:!
•! Facility!lease!with!Molalla!River!School!District!
•! 2015!Inspection!Report!!–!Fire!Extinguisher!
•! Letter!from!Molalla!Rural!Fire!Protection!District!#73!–!August!24,!2015!
!
MRA!leases!the!school!facility!from!the!sponsoring!district;!the!current!lease!began!on!July!1,!2013!and!
ended!on!June!30,!2016.!A!copy!of!the!lease!was!included!in!the!collection!of!evidence!for!this!evaluation.!
!
The!2015!Fire!Extinguisher!report!provides!evidence!that!the!school!is!in!compliance!with!maintaining!
applicable!standards!with!respect!to!fire!safety.!!
!
A! letter! from! the! Molalla! Rural! Fire! Protection! District! #73! indicates! that! during! the! inspection! that!
occurred! on! August! 24,! 2015,! several! items! were! cited! in! need! of! corrective! action.! The! fire! chief!
requested!that!he!be!contacted!when!the!corrections!were!completed.!The!executive!director!reported!
that!all!items!were!corrected!and!the!fire!chief!was!notified.!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!!
!

$
6.7%%Health%and%Safety%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting!
Are$ health,$ safety,$ and$ accessibility$ standards$ being$ met$ and$ is$ documentation$ being$ kept$
current?$
Evidence:!
•! Fire/Emergency!Evacuation!Drill!Record!

!
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%

•! Site!visit!observations!
•! Communication!with!executive!director!

The! fire/emergency! evacuation! drill! record! provides! evidence! that! monthly! drills! occurred! at! MRA! as!
required!by!statute.!During!the!two!site!visits,!the!evaluator!observed!that!the!facility!was!clean!and!that!
safety!standards!were!being!followed!by!students!and!staff.!!

%
The!school!earns!a!rating!of!“Meeting”!in!this!domain.!

%

!

%
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7.0%%GOVERNANCE%
%
7.1.a%%Open%Meeting%Law%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Is$the$school$in$compliance$with$federal$and$state$law$regarding$public$meetings?!!
Evidence:!
•! MRA!Policy!Manual$
•! Charter!School!Contract$
•! Parent!Handbook$
•! School!website!–!MRA!Board!tab$

%

Per!the!MRA!Charter!School!Contract,!“MRA!and!its!Board!of!Directors!are!subject!to!the!provisions!of!
Oregon!Public!Meetings!Law,!ORS!192.610!to!192.690!.!.!.!”!In!addition,!MRA!has!board!policy!in!place!
addressing!the!open!meeting!laws!including:!i)!all!meetings!are!open!to!the!public!and!all!persons!are!
permitted!to!attend;!ii)!the!public!be!made!aware!of!the!deliberations!and!decisions!of!the!Board!and!the!
information! upon! which! such! decisions! were! made;! iii)! meetings! are! held! in! a! location! that! does! not!
restrict!membership/!attendance;!and!iv)!a!quorum!of!the!Board!may!not!meet!in!private!for!the!purpose!
of!deciding!on!or!deliberating!toward!a!decision!on!any!matter.!!
!
Information! about! the! MRA! Board! is! easily! accessible! through! the! school! website.! The! link! includes!
information!about!monthly!Board!meetings!and!the!names!and!contact!information!for!Board!members.!
Minutes!from!previous!meetings!are!posted!on!the!site;!however,!posting!of!the!Board!meeting!minutes!
is!not!current!with!the!most!recent!minutes!posted!from!the!August!2016!meeting.!!
!
The!MRA!Parent!Handbook!includes!a!section!that!“encourages!community!attendance!and!participation!
at! Board! meetings,! and! invites! families! to! make! recommendations! and! suggestions! regarding! the!
governance!and!management!of!MRA.”!!
!
The! school! executive! director! is! knowledgeable! about! and! fully! understands! the! school’s! and! Board’s!
responsibilities! as! they! relate! to! the! Molalla! River! Academy! Board! of! Directors,! including! the! Board’s!
requirements!to!meet!in!accordance!with!the!openBmeeting!statutes.!!

%

MRA!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

%
7.1.b%%Public%%Records%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Is$the$school$in$compliance$with$federal$and$state$law$regarding$public$records?!

Evidence:!
•! MRA!Policy!Manual%
•! Charter!School!Contract%
•! Parent!Handbook%
%
The!MRA!Policy!Manual!requires!that!“Molalla!River!Academy!will!comply!with!the!Oregon!Public!Records!
Law!in!responding!to!any!request!for!release!of!or!review!of!any!Molalla!River!Academy!record.”!!
The!Charter!School!Contract!states!that!MRA!and!its!Board!are!subject!to!the!provisions!of!Oregon!Public!
Records!Law,!ORS!192.410!to!192.505.!!
Specifically,!in!compliance!with!Oregon!Public!Records!Law,!the!contract!declares:!“Employee!personnel!!

!
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records!are!available!for!use!and!inspection!only!by!the!individual!employee,!others!designated!in!writing!
by!the!employee,!the!auditor!in!connecting!with!carrying!out!his/her!duties!or!as!specifically!authorized!
by!the!board,!a!board!member!when!specifically!authorized!by!the!Board!or!in!conjunction!with!an!action!
item!to!come!before!the!Board,!the!Executive!Director!or!designee,!attorney(s)!for!Molalla!River!Academy!
or!their!designated!representative!on!matters!of!Molalla!River!Academy!business,!or!upon!receipt!of!a!
legal!subpoena!or!other!court!order.”!
MRA!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

%
7.1.c%%Student%Records%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Exceeding%
Is$the$school$in$compliance$with$federal$and$state$law$regarding$student$records?!

Evidence:!
•! MRA!Policy!Manual$
•! Charter!School!Contract$
•! Parent!Handbook$
!
According!to!the!MRA!Policy!Manual:!“Student!records!are!available!for!use!and!inspection!only!by!the!
student’s!parent(s),!and!any!staff!members!with!a!‘need!to!know’!based!on!assignment!to!instruct!and/or!
supervise!the!student,!or!upon!lawful!subpoena!if!the!parent!or!guardian!is!informed!in!advance!of!the!
receipt!of!the!subpoena!and!given!an!opportunity!to!challenge!the!subpoena.”!!
%
The!Parent!Handbook!also!includes!a!section!devoted!to!who!and!how!someone!gains!access!to!student!
records:!“Student!records!are!confidential!and!are!the!responsibility!of!Molalla!River!Academy.!They!may!
be!released!to!another!independent!or!public!school!upon!official!request!by!that!institution!and!with!
parental!consent.!Under!Oregon!law!they!may!be!released!to!another!school!without!parental!consent!
with!appropriate!release!forms!issued!by!that!school.!Parents!and!students!may!access!official!records!in!
the!presence!of!a!Molalla!River!Academy!teacher,!office!manager!or!the!executive!director.”%
!
The!Executive!Director!reported!that!student!records!are!stored!in!locked,!fireBsafe!cabinets!in!the!school!
office.! The! office! manager! and! the! executive! director! are! the! only! two! individuals! with! access! to! the!
records.!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!
!

!
7.2%%Fiduciary%Responsibilities%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating:%Meeting%
Is$the$charter$school$meeting$its$fiduciary$responsibilities?$
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Interview!with!Board!president!
•! Board!meeting!minutes!
•! Pauly!Rogers!Audit!for!School!Year!Ending!June!30,!2016!
!
Molalla!River!Academy’s!revenue!comes!primarily!from!Oregon!State!School!Fund!dollars!as!well!as!from!
grants!and!donations.!Student!enrollment!is!the!main!source!of!funds!for!the!school.!MRA!leadership!and!
Board!members!monitor!enrollment!numbers!closely!and!make!adjustments!in!expenses!as!appropriate!
to!ensure!they!stay!within!their!proposed!budget.!Board!meeting!minutes!provide!evidence!that!the!board!

!
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is! involved! in! the! inflow! and! outflow! of! funds! and! regularly! reviews! financial! statements.! The! Board!
president! reported:! “Our! board! is! heavily! involved! in! any! spending—such! as! upgrading! furnaces! and!
heating!systems.!Any!of!the!budget!ideas!we!are!voting!on!and!thoroughly!discussing.”!
According!to!the!executive!director!the!MRA!Board!did!not!guarantee!any!indebtedness!on!behalf!of!the!
school!or!a!thirdBparty!provider!and!there!are!no!conflicts!of!interest!among!Board!members.!!
When!asked!who!is!involved!in!the!annual!budgeting!process!at!MRA,!the!board!president!reported!that!
although! parent! input! is! not! specifically! sought! out,! the! budget! process! is! public! so! parents! could! be!
involved!if!they!chose!to!be.!!
!
MRA’s!financial!statements!are!audited!once!each!year!by!independent!auditors!Pauly,!Rogers,!and!Co.,!
P.C.!In!their!report!for!the!year!ended!June!30,!2016!nothing!came!to!the!auditor’s!attention!that!caused!
them!to!believe!the!school!was!not!in!substantial!compliance!with!certain!provisions!of!laws,!regulations,!
contracts! and! grants,! including! provisions! of! Oregon! Revised! Statutes! as! specified! in! Oregon!
Administrative! Rules! 162B10B000! through! 162B10B320! of! the! Minimum! Standards! for! Audits! of! Oregon!
Municipal!Corporations.!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Meeting”!in!this!domain.!
!
!

7.3%%Board%Stability%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Rating;%%Exceeding%
Are$the$charter$school$leadership$and$Board$of$Directors$stable$and$sustainable?!
Evidence:!
•! Interview!with!board!president!
•! Interview!with!executive!director!
•! Board!meeting!minutes!
!
MRA’s!school!leadership!is!strong!and!stable;!2015B16!marked!the!executive!director’s!fourth!year!at!the!
school.!Membership!on!the!board!is!also!stable!with!only!one!new!member!joining!the!board!in!2015B16.!
The!tenure!of!other!board!members!ranges!from!two!to!six!years.!
!
Five!community!members!serve!on!the!MRA!Board;!there!are!currently!no!vacancies.!The!Board!added!a!
new!member!in!2015B16!who!brought!a!wealth!of!accounting!experience!to!the!treasurer’s!position.!!
!
The!president!explained!that!although!there!is!no!formal!training!provided!to!new!Board!members,!they!
have! used! training! videos! produced! by! OSBA! to! help! new! members! learn! about! expectations! and!
responsibilities!of!serving!on!a!school!board.!!
!
The!Board!president!explained!that!all!Board!members!have!children!enrolled!at!MRA.!This!ensures!the!
members!have!a!vested!interest!in!the!school,!its!programs,!students!and!staff.!Board!members!visit!the!
school!frequently!helping!them!to!have!a!strong!sense!of!how!the!school!is!functioning!on!a!!daily!basis.!
!
No! board! meetings! were! cancelled! during! 2015B16! due! to! the! lack! of! a! quorum.! The! Board! president!
reported!that!the!school!is!not!involved!in!any!litigation.!!
!
The!school!is!rated!“Exceeding”!in!this!domain.!!
!
!

!
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COMMENDATIONS%
!
Some!of!the!outstanding!practices!occurring!at!Molalla!River!Academy!are!highlighted!below.!!
!
•!
MRA! staff! deserve! commendations! for! ensuring! the! mission! statement! is! more! than! just! words!
appearing!in!the!school’s!founding!documents:!Curriculum!is!designed!in!thematic!units,!learning!
experiences!are!authentic,!projectBbased!and!handsBon,!and!projects!promote!student!voice!and!
student!engagement/leadership!at!all!grade!levels.!The!school’s!mission!and!vision!are!intentionally!
and!consistently!actualized!in!every!learning!experience!and!community!activity!occurring!at!the!
school.!The!Community!Garden,!the!Play!Space!Project,!and!the!walking/running!track!are!three!
examples!of!how!the!mission!of!the!MRA!has!been!achieved.!(1.1)!
•!
MRA! is! commended! for! emphasizing! academic,! social! and! emotional! learning! for! children.! In!
addition!to!traditional!and!nontraditional!instructional!methods!that!give!students!opportunities!to!
experience!and!explore!a!wide!variety!of!subjects,!MRA!also!helps!students!develop!interpersonal!
skills!so!they!can!work!and!play!independently!as!well!as!collaboratively!with!other!children.!(1.1)!
•!
The!school!deserves!commendations!for!the!strong!retention!rates!of!90%!or!higher!over!the!past!
several!years.!(2.1)!
•!
MRA! and! MRSD! deserve! commendation! for! working! collaboratively! to! create! an! exemplary!
partnership!to!ensure!MRA!students!with!disabilities!receive!appropriate!services.!The!MRSD!special!
education!staff!member—who!serves!the!needs!of!MRA!students!with!disabilities—reports!he!feels!
like!a!member!of!the!MRA!community.!He!looks!forward!to!contributing!(over!the!2016!summer)!to!
the! thematic! lesson! planning! for! the! 2016B17! school! year.! Communication! between! the! special!
education!teacher!and!the!rest!of!the!MRA!staff!is!frequent!and!ongoing.!!(4.4)!
•!
The! school! earns! commendations! for! ensuring! that! the! food! program! selected! to! serve! MRA!
students! aligns! with! the! school’s! core! values! and! mission.! The! locallyBowned! and! operated!
company,!Fresh!n’!Local,!provides!nutritious!meals!using!locallyBsourced!foods—even!using!some!
of!the!produce!from!MRA’s!own!garden.!(4.6)!
•!
MRA!is!commended!for!providing!a!balanced!system!of!assessment!that!includes!formative!as!well!
as!summative!assessments!of!student!achievement.!The!use!of!rubrics!helps!makes!students!aware!
of!the!learning!targets!and!the!criteria!for!meeting!targets!at!a!proficient!level.!!(5.2)!!
•!
The! school! is! credited! with! maintaining! a! steadfast! commitment! to! and! focus! on! the! three!
distinctive! teaching! practices! outlined! in! the! school’s! charter! agreement:! thematic! teaching! and!
learning,!projectBbased!learning!and!culminating!events.!Evidence!clearly!shows!that!all!events!and!
learning!experiences!at!MRA!align!with!at!least!one!of!these!key!practices.!(5.3)!
•!
MRA!deserves!commendations!for!Investing!resources!into!creating!and!implementing!a!strategic!
plan! that! identifies! short! term! and! long! term! goals! in! five! areas:! campus/facilities;!
programs/academic/professional!development;!events;!outreach;!and!development/financial.!The!
strategic!plan,!created!collaboratively!by!MRA!leadership,!staff!and!the!board,!serves!as!a!road!map!
describing!how!the!school!will!move!forward!in!the!short!term!and!long!term.!(5.4)!
•!
Implementing!a!rigorous,!comprehensive!and!extensive!professional!growth!and!evaluation!system!
for! teachers.! The! peer! evaluation! program,! mentoring! for! new! teachers! and! weekly! meetings!
between!teachers!and!the!executive!director!are!particularly!impressive!practices.!(5.6)!
!
!

!
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CONSIDERATIONS%AND%RECOMMENDATIONS%%
!
CSS!offers!the!following!recommendations!for!the!administration!and!staff!at!MRA!to!consider:!
!
•!
Evidence!indicates!MRA!follows!statutory!guidelines!for!student!admissions!and!there!are!no!signs!
of! discrimination! in! the! enrollment! process.! However,! the! school! is! encouraged! to! consider!
investigating!practices!and!procedures!promoting!MRA!to!underrepresented!populations!such!as!
Hispanic!students,!all!minority!students!and!English!Language!Learners!so!the!demographics!of!the!
school!more!closely!reflects!the!demographics!of!the!sponsoring!district.!(1.2)!
•!
MRA!is!encouraged!to!explore!innovative!ways!to!increase!the!response!rate!of!the!annual!parent!
survey!to!make!sure!the!feedback!received!accurately!represents!the!opinions!of!all!parents!at!the!
school.!Parents!who!are!involved!in!leadership!roles!at!the!school!may!be!charged!with!identifying!
ways!to!increase!participation!in!the!spring!survey.!(2.2)!
•!
Although!state!statute!allows!parents!to!chose!to!have!their!child!opt!out!of!participating!in!state!
testing,!the!CSS!evaluator!encourages!the!charter!school!to!continue!to!communicate!to!parents!
how! the! results! of! the! state! assessments! can! be! beneficial! to! individual! students! and! to!
teachers/schools.! Parents! should! be! aware! that! the! results! of! state! tests! act! as! a! snapshot! of! a!
child’s!progress!and!may!be!used!along!with!other!pieces!of!information!to!determine!the!child’s!
strengths!and!areas!for!improvement.!Not!having!information!on!students’!academic!progress!limits!
teachers’!ability!to!accurately!identify!where!students!are!struggling,!where!they!are!excelling.!(3.1,!
3.2)!
•!
MRA! is! encouraged! to! research! practices! employed! at! likeBschools! leading! to! their! stronger!
performance!on!the!ELA!and!math!state!assessment.!(3.1,!3.2)!
•!
The!school!was!not!rated!in!the!two!domains!pertaining!to!English!Language!Learners!(4.3a,!4.3b)!
because! no! students! currently! at! MRA! qualify! for! ELD! services.! However,! the! CSS! evaluator!
encourages! MRA! staff! to! consider! how! the! school! will! support! the! needs! of! ELLs! in! the! future.!
Without!the!support!and!systems!in!place!and!intentionally!advertised!to!ELL!families,!it!is!unlikely!
that!families!whose!children!need!and!qualify!for!ELD!support!would!consider!MRA!a!viable!option!
for!their!child/ren.!!!(4.3a,!4.3b)%
•!
The!CSS!evaluator!did!not!find!any!evidence!of!documentation!describing!MRA’s!internal!controls!
in!any!of!the!materials!provided!for!this!evaluation—including!the!charter!contract!and!the!policy!
manual.!The!school!is!encouraged!to!consider!including!specific!language!about!internal!controls!
either!in!the!policy!manual!or!in!another!school!document!to!provide!a!safeguard!for!MRA’s!assets,!
control!over!expenditures,!and!accurate!reporting!of!financial!information.!(6.2)!
!
!
!
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Summary%of%Findings%
%

Exceeding%
1.1!
Goals!Specific!to!Mission!
4.4!
Special!Education!Delivery!of!Services!
5.1a! Nondiscriminatory!Practices—Access!to!Programs!
5.1b! Nondiscriminatory!Practices—Hiring!
5.2a! Curriculum—Standards!
5.2b! Curriculum—Assessment!
5.3!
Distinctive!Teaching!Techniques!
5.4!
School!Improvement!Plan!
5.5!
Licensure!of!Charter!School!Staff!
5.6!
Teacher!Evaluation!
5.9!
Employee!Relations!
6.6!
Site!and!Facilities!
7.1a! Open!Meeting!Law!
7.1b! Public!Records!
7.1c! Student!Records!
7.3!
Board!Stability!
!
Meeting%
1.2!
Student!Admissions!&!Conditions!of!Enrollment!
2.1!
Enrollment/Retention/Attendance!
2.2!
Parent!Satisfaction!
3.3!
Comparative!Student!Achievement!
4.2!
Highly!Qualified!Compliance!
4.5!
Section!504!Services!
4.6!
Free/Reduced!Price!Lunch!
5.7!
Screening!and!Hiring!Practices!
5.8!
Reporting!of!Child!Abuse,!Training!on!Identification/Prevention!
6.1!
Accounting!
6.2!
Internal!Controls!Assessment!
6.3!
Financial!Reporting!
6.4!
Response!to!Fiscal!Crisis!
6.5!
Insurance!
6.7!
Health!and!Safety!
7.2!
Fiduciary!Responsibilities!
!
Nearly%Meeting!
3.1!
Student!Achievement:!ELA!
3.2!
Student!Achievement:!Math!
4.1!
Student!Achievement!!!
!
Not%Rated%
4.3a! English!Language!Learners!–!Programs!
4.3b! English!Language!Learners!–!Monitoring!Progress!
!
!
!
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!
APPENDIX%A:%%Evaluator’s%Biography!
!
Victoria%Lukich,%Ed.%D.!
Director,!Center!for!Student!Success!
Portland!State!University!
!
Dr.!Victoria!Lukich!has!a!rich!and!varied!background!in!KB12!education!spanning!36!years.!Her!experience!
has!been!as!a!classroom!teacher!at!the!middle!and!high!school!levels,!a!school!improvement!coordinator,!
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!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!
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Not!Meeting!

Has(the(charter(school(met(its(mission@specific(goals(as(outlined(in(the(contract(with(the(sponsoring(School(District?!

!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!

Goals!Specific!to!
Mission!
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!!!!!!!Exceeding! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!

!!

The!school!has!clearly!
exceeded!its!mission=
specific!goal(s)!as!identified!
in!the!Charter!Application!
and!Contract.!

The!school!does!not!follow!
statutory!guidelines!for!
admission,!including!special!
populations,!and!does!not!
meet!enrollment!
projections.!

The!school!has!not!met!its!
mission=specific!goal(s)!as!
identified!in!the!Charter!
Application!and!Contract.!

Is(there(evidence(that(the(charter(school(is(following(statutory(and(district(guidelines(regarding(student(admission(and(
enrollment?!
The!school!does!not!follow!
statutory!guidelines!for!
admission,!including!special!
populations,!and!may!or!
may!not!meet!enrollment!
projections.!!!

The!school!has!met!some!of!
its!mission=specific!goal(s)!
as!identified!in!the!Charter!
Application!and!Contract.!

Student!Admissions!
&!Conditions!of!
Enrollment!!

The!school!follows!
statutory!guidelines!for!
student!admissions,!
including!special!
populations,!and!meets!its!
enrollment!projections.!!

The!school!has!met!all!of!its!
mission=specific!goals!as!
identified!in!the!Charter!
Application!and!Contract.!

!!

!

The!school!follows!
statutory!and!contractual!
guidelines!for!student!
admissions,!including!the!
admission!of!special!
populations,!and!exceeds!
its!enrollment!projections.!

MISSION:SPECIFIC!GOALS!and!ADMISSIONS!&!ENROLLMENT!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!Domain!
!!1.0!
1.1!

!

!

1.2!

!
!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!Domain!

!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!

Enrollment/Retention/!
Attendance!

!

Parent!Satisfaction!
!!

!

The!school!regularly!surveys!
parents!as!a!means!to!improve.!!A!
high!proportion!of!parent=
respondents!(66%!or!more!of!the!
sample)!indicate!a!high!level!of!
satisfaction!with!students’!
academic!progress!and!the!
educational!program.!

Retention!rates!remain!steady!
and!enrollment!remains!
steady.!Attendance!data!
indicate!that!above!average!
numbers!of!students!are!
attending!90%!or!more!school!
days!or!meeting!virtual!school!
requirements!for!
participation.!

The!school!occasionally!
surveys!parents.!!A!slight!
majority!of!parent=
respondents!(at!least!50%)!
indicate!a!high!level!of!
satisfaction!with!students’!
academic!progress!or!with!
the!educational!program.!

!!Nearly!Meeting!!

Retention!rates!vary!from!year!
to!year.!!Student!enrollment!
fluctuates!significantly!from!
year!to!year.!Attendance!data!
indicate!that!average!numbers!
of!students!are!attending!90%!
or!more!school!days!or!
meeting!virtual!school!
requirements!for!participation.!!

The!school!seldom!asks!for!
parent!input!and/or!less!than!
half!of!parent=respondents!
indicate!a!high!level!of!
satisfaction!with!students’!
academic!progress!or!the!
educational!program.!

Not!Meeting!

Retention!rates!and!
enrollment!are!declining.!
Attendance!data!indicate!
that!low!numbers!of!
students!are!attending!90%!
or!more!school!days!or!
meeting!virtual!school!
requirements!for!
participation.!

41!

The!school!does!not!solicit!
parent!input!and/or!at!least!
half!of!the!parent=
respondents!indicate!
dissatisfaction!with!
students’!academic!
progress!or!the!educational!
program.!

To(what(extent(do(parent(survey(respondents(indicate(satisfaction(with(students'(academic(progress(and(the(educational(
program?(!!

Student!retention!rates!are!
increasing!and!enrollment!is!
expanding.!!Attendance!data!
indicate!that!high!numbers!of!
students!are!attending!90%!or!
more!school!days!or!meeting!
virtual!school!requirements!for!
participation.!

To(what(extent(are(students(making(academic(progress(as(measured(by(enrollment/retention(rates(and(attendance?((!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!
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!

2.2!

!

2.1!

2.0! OVERALL!STUDENT!SUCCESS!

!
!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

Student!Achievement:!
Reading/ELA!

!

Student!Achievement:!
Math!
!!
!
!
!
!
!

The!school's!performance!
consistently!outpaces!the!
sponsoring!school!district!and!
the!state!as!a!whole.!!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
overall!has!improved!and!
remained!at!or!above!state!
averages!in!Reading/ELA.!Trends!
in!3rd!grade!reading/ELA!
proficiency!and!student!growth!
show!some!improvement!over!
time.!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
overall!has!improved!and!
remained!at!or!above!state!
averages!in!Math.!Trends!in!5th!
and!8th!grade!math!proficiency!
and!student!growth!show!some!
improvement!over!time.!

The!school's!performance!is!
better!than!either!the!sponsoring!
school!district!or!the!state!as!a!
whole.!!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
overall!is!at!or!above!state!
averages!but!has!not!indicated!
consistent!improvement!in!
Reading/ELA.!Trends!in!3rd!grade!
reading/ELA!proficiency!and!
student!growth!are!inconsistent!
in!terms!of!improvement!over!
time.!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
overall!is!at!or!above!state!
averages!but!has!not!indicated!
consistent!improvement!in!
Math.!Trends!in!5th!and!8th!
grade!math!proficiency!and!
student!growth!are!inconsistent!
in!terms!of!improvement!over!
time.!

The!school's!performance!is!
equivalent!to!the!sponsoring!
school!district!and!the!state!as!a!
whole.!

!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting!

Over!time,!student!
achievement!has!consistently!
been!below!state!averages!
and/or!has!not!shown!
measurable!improvement!in!
Reading/ELA.!Trends!in!3rd!
grade!reading/ELA!
proficiency!and!student!
growth!show!decline!over!
time.!

Over!time,!student!
achievement!has!consistently!
been!below!state!averages!
and/or!has!not!shown!
measurable!improvement!in!
Math.!Trends!in!5th!and!8th!
grade!math!proficiency!and!
student!growth!decline!over!
time.!

42!

The!school's!performance!is!
poor!relative!to!the!
sponsoring!school!district!
and!the!state!as!a!whole.!!

How(does(the(charter(school's(performance(compare(to(the(sponsoring(school(district(and(the(state(as(a(whole?!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
at!all!grade!levels!has!improved!
measurably!(or!remained!high!
relative!to!state!averages)!in!
Math!for!students!overall!and!
key!subgroups.!Trends!in!5th!and!
8th!grade!math!proficiency!and!
student!growth!show!consistent!
improvement!over!time.!

Over(time,(has(student(achievement(in(Math(improved(measurably?!

Over!time,!student!achievement!
at!all!grade!levels!has!improved!
measurably!(or!remained!high!
relative!to!state!averages)!in!
ELA!for!students!overall!and!key!
subgroups.!Trends!in!3rd!grade!
ELA!proficiency!and!student!
growth!show!consistent!
improvement!over!time.!

Over(time,(has(student(achievement(in(Reading/English(Language(Arts(improved(measurably?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!
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3.1!

!

3.2!

!

3.3!

Comparative!Student!
Achievement!
!!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!Domain!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!
!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!
!!!3.0! LONGITUDINAL!ANALYSIS!OF!STUDENT!ACHIEVEMENT!!

!!

!
!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

4.1!

!

4.2!

!!

Student!Achievement!

Highly!Qualified!Comp.!

English!Language!
Learners!:!Programs!

!!

4.3.a!

!

!

!

!

!!

Provides!exemplary!programs!
that!teach!reading,!speaking!
and!writing!to!ELL!students!in!
English!until!they!can!
effectively!participate!in!
regular!classroom!instruction.!!
Instruction!is!delivered!by!
well=trained!charter!school!or!
sponsoring!district!staff.!!

The!school!overall!met!targets!
in!both!math!and!reading.!All!
student!subgroups!met!targets!
for!academic!achievement,!
academic!growth,!and!
subgroup!growth.!The!school!
met!graduation,!subgroup!
graduation,!attendance,!and!
participation!targets.!The!
school!is!rated!“Level!4”!on!the!
Oregon!Report!Card.!

100%!of!teachers!in!core!
subjects!meet!the!federal!HQ!
requirements.!

Provides!appropriate!practices!
in!providing!programs!that!
teach!reading,!speaking!and!
writing!in!English!until!ELL!
students!can!participate!in!
regular!classroom!instruction.!!
Instruction!is!delivered!by!
qualified!charter!school!or!
sponsoring!district!staff.!

!!Nearly!Meeting!!

The!school!overall!met!targets!
in!reading!or!math.!Most!
student!subgroups!met!targets,!
but!the!school!did!not!meet!all!
criteria!in!either!reading!or!
math.!Some,!but!not!all!student!
subgroups!met!targets!for!
academic!achievement,!
academic!growth,!and/or!
subgroup!growth.!The!school!
may!or!may!not!have!met!
graduation,!subgroup!
graduation,!attendance,!and/or!
participation!targets.!The!
school!is!rated!“Level!3”!on!the!
Oregon!Report!Card.!

Partial!implementation!of!
appropriate!practices!in!
providing!programs!to!help!ELL!
students!overcome!language!
barriers.!!Those!delivering!
instruction!may!lack!training!and!
the!amount!of!instructional!time!
provided!for!ELL!students!is!
inadequate.!

Not!Meeting!

The!school!did!not!meet!targets!in!
either!reading!or!math.!Some,!but!
not!all!student!subgroups!met!
targets!for!academic!achievement,!
academic!growth,!and/or!subgroup!
growth.!The!school!may!or!may!not!
have!met!graduation,!subgroup!
graduation,!attendance,!and/or!
participation!targets.!The!school!is!
rated!“Level!2”!or!“Level!1”!on!the!
Oregon!Report!Card.!

Less!than!95%!of!core!subject!
teachers!are!HQ!and/or!there!is!not!
a!plan!of!correction!to!address!this!
deficiency!for!each!affected!staff!
member.!

43!

ELL!students!are!not!taught!
reading,!writing!and!speaking!in!
English!by!qualified!staff!at!the!
charter!school!or!district!level.!

Does(the(charter(school(implement(appropriate(practices(in(providing(programs(to(English(Language(Learners((ELL)?!

95%!to!99%!of!staff!are!HQ!due!
to!enrollment!fluctuation!after!
the!school!year!began;!there!is!
a!plan!of!correction!for!each!
teacher!not!HQ!in!a!core!
subject.!

Do(staff(members(teaching(core(academic(subjects(meet(the(requirements(for("highly(qualified"?!

The!school!overall!exceeded!
targets!in!both!reading!and!
math.!All!student!subgroups!
exceeded!targets!for!
academic!achievement,!
academic!growth,!and!
subgroup!growth.!!The!school!
exceeded!graduation,!
subgroup!graduation,!
attendance,!and!participation!
targets.!The!school!is!rated!
“Level!5”!on!the!Oregon!
Report!Card.!
!
!

Did(the(charter(school(meet(Oregon(Annual(Measurable(Objectives(in(reading(and(math,(as(well(as(for(graduation,(attendance(
and(participation,(approved(through(the(Federal(2012(ESEA(waiver(process?!

Domain!
!!!!!!Exceeding!
!Meeting!
!!4.0! FEDERAL!ACCOUNTABILITY:!STUDENT!PERFORMANCE!&!PROGRAMS!
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!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

!

Domain!

Free/Reduced!Lunch!
!!

Section!504!Services!
!!

Special!Education!
Delivery!of!Services!
!!

!

Eng.!Language!Learners!
–!Monitoring(Progress!!

!

4.6!

!

4.5!

!

4.4!

!

4.3.b!

!!

A!collaborative!partnership!
with!the!school!districts!
ensures!that!students!with!
disabilities!receive!appropriate!
services.!Students’!progress!
toward!meeting!their!IEP!goals!
is!monitored.!!Communication!
between!charter!school!staff!
and!district!special!education!
staff!occurs!regularly.!

Evidence!that!federal!
guidelines!are!followed!for!
identifying!students!for!
program!eligibility!and!for!
safeguarding!student!privacy.!!

There!is!some!degree!of!
monitoring!of!special!education!
students’!progress!toward!
meeting!their!IEP!goals.!
Communication!between!charter!
school!staff!and!district!special!
education!staff!is!sporadic.!

!!

There!is!little!or!no!collaboration!
with!the!school!district,!limited!
monitoring!of!special!education!
students’!progress!toward!meeting!
IEP!goals,!and!little!or!no!
communication!between!charter!
school!staff!and!district!special!
education!staff.!
!

44!

Insufficient!evidence!that!federal!
guidelines!are!followed!for!
identifying!students!for!program!
eligibility!and!for!safeguarding!
student!privacy.!!

To(what(extent(are(regulatory(guidelines(implemented(for(Section(504@eligible(students?!
There!is!evidence!that!the!
There!is!little!or!no!evidence!that!
charter!school!is!compliant!
the!regulatory!guidelines!are!
with!all!parts!of!Section!504!as!
implemented!for!Section!504=
they!apply!to!access!to!schools!
eligible!students.!There!is!no!
!
and!school!programs.!The!
!
evidence!of!negotiated!allocation!
charter!school!may!negotiate!
of!responsibilities!for!504=eligible!
specific!allocation!of!
students!with!the!sponsoring!
responsibilities!to!the!
school!district.!
sponsoring!school!district.!
Does(the(school(follow(federal(guidelines(for(identifying(students(for(program(eligibility(and(for(safeguarding(student(privacy?!

An!exemplary!partnership!
with!the!school!district!exists!
to!ensure!that!students!with!
disabilities!receive!appropriate!
services.!Students’!progress!
toward!meeting!their!IEP!goals!
is!monitored.!Communication!
between!charter!school!staff!
and!district!special!education!
staff!is!frequent!and!ongoing.!

Does(the(charter(school(work(to(assess(ELL(students(and(monitor(their(progress(so(that(they(can(succeed(in(the(charter(school(
program?!
A!well=developed!plan!is!in!
A!plan!is!in!place!to!assess!
The!process!of!assessing!
place!to!assess!potential!ELL!
potential!ELL!students,!but!the! potential!ELL!students,!
There!is!no!process!to!identify,!
students!and!to!monitor!their!
process!of!monitoring!their!
monitoring!ELL!student!progress,! serve!or!exit!ELL!students!from!the!
progress.!!Students!are!exited!
progress!and!exiting!students!
or!exiting!students!is!not!clearly!
charter!school!program.!
from!the!program!only!when!
could!be!improved.!!!
or!consistently!defined.!
they!meet!state!criteria.!
Are(regulatory(guidelines(implemented(for(IDEA@eligible(students(so(that(sponsoring(districts(take(responsibility(for(providing(
special(education(to(charter(school(students?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting!
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!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

!!!!!Domain!
STATE!ACCOUNTABILITY!

Nondiscriminatory!
Practices—Staff(Hiring!

Nondiscriminatory!
Practices—Access(to(
Programs!
!!

5.1.b!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!

!!!!!!!!!Meeting!

Procedures!are!in!place!to!
prevent!discriminatory!
practices!but!evidence!is!not!
presented!for!all!areas.!

!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!

Some!procedures!are!in!place!
to!prevent!discriminatory!
practices!but!evidence!is!not!
presented!and/or!findings!
indicate!that!some!
discriminatory!practices!exist.!

Not!Meeting!

Procedures!are!not!in!place!
to!prevent!discriminatory!
practices!and!findings!
indicate!that!discriminatory!
practices!exist.!

Is(the(charter(school(complying(with(statutory(guidelines(for(nondiscriminatory(practices(in(regard(to(student(access(to(
programs?(!
There!is!evidence!that!policy!
and!procedures!are!in!place!to!
prevent!discriminatory!
practices!regarding!student!
access!to!programs.!!

Evidence!exists!that!fewer!
than!four!curriculum!areas!
are!fully!aligned!to!state!
standards.!

Some!procedures!are!in!place!
to!prevent!discriminatory!
practices!but!evidence!is!not!
presented!and/or!findings!
indicate!that!some!
discriminatory!practices!exist.!

45!

There!is!insufficient!evidence!
that!curriculum!is!aligned!to!
state!standards.!

Procedures!are!not!in!place!
to!prevent!discriminatory!
practices!and!findings!
indicate!that!discriminatory!
practices!exist.!

Is(the(charter(school(complying(with(statutory(guidelines(for(nondiscriminatory(practices(in(regard(to(staff(hiring?!
Procedures!are!in!place!to!
prevent!discriminatory!
practices!regarding!the!
recruitment,!hiring,!and!
promotion!of!staff,!but!
evidence!is!not!presented!for!
all!areas.!

Does(the(content(of(the(curriculum(meet(state(standards?(

There!is!evidence!that!policy!
and!procedures!are!in!place!to!
prevent!discriminatory!
practices!regarding!the!
recruitment,!hiring,!and!
promotion!of!staff.!

Curriculum!:!Standards!

Evidence!exists!that!the!core!
curriculum!is!fully!aligned!to!
state!standards.!

!

!

5.2.a!

!

!

Evidence!exists!that!all!
curriculum!areas!are!fully!
aligned!with!state!standards.!

!

!

5.1.a!

!5.0!
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!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

5.2.b!

!

5.3.a!

!

5.4

!

Curriculum!:!Assessment!
Evidence!exists!that!there!is!a!
detailed!plan!for!academic!
improvement!and!the!school!
meets!all!content!standards!
required!by!ORS!329.045.!!
Student!assessment!results!
are!regularly!reviewed!and!
instruction!modified.!

To(what(extent(is(the(charter(school(conducting(valid(assessments(of(student(performance(consistent(with(state(standards?!

Modification!of!
implementation!plan!in!
process.!

There!is!evidence!that!at!least!
one!major!component!of!the!
plan!is!being!implemented.!!
Staff!training!may!or!may!not!
be!aligned!with!the!SIP!plan.

46!

There!is!insufficient!evidence!
that!any!components!of!the!
plan!are!being!implemented.!!
Staff!training!is!minimal!or!
nonexistent.

Significant!modifications!are!
required!to!implement!as!
planned.!

No!evidence!exists!that!there!
is!a!plan!for!academic!
improvement!and!the!school!
meets!few!or!none!of!the!
content!standards!required!
by!ORS!329.045.!Student!
assessment!results!are!not!
regularly!reviewed.!

To(what(extent(is(the(charter(school(implementing(distinctive(instructional(practices(as(outlined(in(their(contract(with(the(
sponsoring(district?!
Implemented!with!
modifications!

A!SIP!plan!has!been!
developed!and!is!being!
implemented.!!Staff!training!
is!provided!that!may!help!
teachers!meet!SIP!goals.

Academic!improvement!is!not!
a!consistent!focus!and!the!
school!meets!only!some!
content!standards!required!by!
ORS!329.045.!!Student!
assessment!results!are!not!
reviewed!on!a!systematic!
basis.!

Distinctive!Teaching!
Techniques!–!Charter(
Contract!
Implemented!in!compliance!
with!the!Charter!Agreement;!
no!modifications!required.!

Evidence!exists!that!there!is!
a!plan!for!academic!
improvement!and!the!school!
meets!most!of!the!content!
standards!required!by!ORS!
329.045.!Student!
assessment!results!are!
reviewed!on!a!systematic!
basis.!

!

Evidence!exists!that!indicates!
goals!of!the!SIP!plan!are!
being!met.!The!plan!has!been!
collaboratively!developed!
and!submitted!to!the!district.!!
Staff!training!is!aligned!with!
SIP!goals.

Does(the(charter(school(develop(school(improvement(goals(and(align(staff(development(strategies(to(achieve(them?

!

School!Improvement!and!
Staff!Development!Plans

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Domain!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting!
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!!!!!!!!

!

!

5.7!

!

5.6!

!

5.5!

!

Screening!/!Hiring!Practices!
!!

!

Teacher!Evaluation!

Licensure!of!Charter!School!
Staff!
!!

!!!!!!!!Domain!

!!

At!least!50%!of!the!teachers!
are!licensed!by!TSPC!and!
100%!are!registered!by!the!
state!prior!to!employment.!

Written!documents!support!
performance!evaluation!that!
includes!goal!setting,!
classroom!observation,!and!
formative!and!summative!
evaluation.!

There!is!evidence!that!
criminal!background!checks!
were!conducted!for!all!staff!
members!and!appropriate!
adult!volunteers.!

The!school!is!seeking!restricted!
or!emergency!licensure!for!less!
than!5%!of!teachers!to!meet!the!
requirement!of!at!least!50%!
being!properly!licensed!through!
TSPC.!!!

All!teachers!are!evaluated!by!an!
administrator!in!writing!based!
on!school,!department!and!
grade!level!goals.!

!!

Less!than!50%!of!teachers!
are!licensed!through!TSPC.!!
One!or!more!teachers!
does!not!have!the!
appropriate!licensure.!

There!are!few!if!any!
written!expectations!
regarding!teacher!
performance.!!Evaluation!
efforts!are!incomplete!or!
sporadic.!

47!

There!is!no!evidence!that!
criminal!background!
checks!have!been!
conducted!for!all!staff.!!

Is(the(charter(school(compliant(with(statutory(guidance(and(school(district(policy(regarding(criminal(background(checks?!

Written!documents!support!a!
rigorous!process!of!
performance!evaluation!
including!self=assessment,!
goal!setting!around!student!
achievement!and!growth,!
data!collection!and!both!
formative!and!summative!
evaluation.!!!

Is(the(charter(school(compliant(with(statutory(guidance(and(sponsoring(school(district(policy(regarding(teacher(performance(
evaluation,(including(the(requirements(of(SB(290(if(teachers(are(school(district(employees?!

More!than!75!%!of!teachers!
are!licensed!by!TSPC!and!
100%!are!registered!by!the!
state!prior!to!employment.!!!!!!!!

Is(the(charter(school(compliant(with(Oregon(statutes(regarding(teacher(licensure,(and(registration(and(charter(agreements?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting(
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!

!!

5.9!

!

5.8!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting(

!!

There!is!no!evidence!that!the!
charter!school!and/or!the!
board!are!compliant!with!the!
statutory!requirements!of!
ORS!339.370,!339.372,!
339.388,!and!339.400.!!

!!Domain!

!!

Written!documents!support!
customary!employee!
benefits!including!handbook,!
insurance!protections,!and!
right!to!form!collective!
bargaining!group.!Staff!has!
easy!access!to!management!
for!addressing!concerns!and!
75%!of!staff!engaged!in!
some!form!of!professional!
development!provided!by!
the!school!in!the!past!year.!

Written!documents!support!
customary!employee!benefits!
that!includes!handbook!on!
procedures,!leave!policies,!
insurance!protection,!and!
right!to!form!a!collective!
bargaining!group.!The!
majority!of!members!took!the!
opportunity!to!engage!in!
professional!development!
provided!by!the!school!in!the!
past!year.!

Written!documents!are!
unclear!regarding!what!are!
considered!customary!
employee!benefits!such!as!
insurance!protection!or!leave!
provisions.!Less!than!half!the!
staff!engaged!in!professional!
development!provided!by!the!
school!last!year.!!

48!

Written!documents!do!not!
show!customary!handbook!
information!or!typical!
benefits!and!protections!for!
employees!such!as!insurance!
or!leave!provisions.!Less!than!
one!quarter!of!the!staff!
engaged!in!professional!
development!provided!by!the!
school!last!year.!

Has(the(charter(school(employed(generally(acceptable(employee(relations(practices(including(the(provision(of(professional(
development(plans?!

There!is!evidence!that!the!
charter!school!and!the!board!
are!compliant!with!the!
statutory!requirements!of!
ORS!339.370,!339.372,!
339.388,!and!339.400.!

Is(the(charter(school(and(board(compliant(with(statutory(requirements(for(reporting(child(abuse(or(sexual(conduct,(and(for(
providing(school(employees,(parents/guardians,(and(children(annual(training(on(the(prevention(and(identification(of(child(
abuse(and(sexual(conduct,(and(on(the(obligations(of(school(employees(for(reporting?!

!!

Employee!Relations!
!!

!

Reporting!of!Child!Abuse,!
Training!on!Identification/!
Prevention!
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!

6.2!

!

6.1!

Internal!Controls!
Assessment!
!!

!!

Accounting!

!!Exceeding!

The!school!has!evidence!of!
written,!effective!operational!
procedures!and!internal!
controls.!No!significant!
concerns!were!presented!in!
the!most!recent!auditor’s!
management!letter,!Board!
response,!staff!review!process!
or!report!on!internal!controls.!
All!recommendations!from!the!
prior!year’s!audit!have!been!
implemented.!

!

!!!!!!Meeting!

Full!implementation!of!
Generally!Accepted!
Accounting!Principles!in!
maintaining!accounting!
records!and!preparing!an!
annual!audit.!There!is!
evidence!that!some!
recommendations!from!the!
prior!year’s!audit!have!been!
implemented.!Discussion!of!
the!prior!year’s!audit!is!
documented!in!Board!
minutes.!

!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!

The!school!has!evidence!of!
effective!operational!
procedures!and!internal!
controls.!No!significant!
concerns!have!been!
presented!with!the!most!
recent!auditor’s!management!
letter,!Board!response,!staff!
review!process!or!report!on!
internal!controls.!Most!
recommendations!from!the!
prior!year’s!audit!have!been!
implemented!or!are!in!the!
process!of!being!
implemented.!

Not!Meeting!

49!

The!school!does!not!appear!to!
have!operational!procedures!
and/or!internal!controls.!The!
school!has!presented!significant!
concerns!with!the!most!recent!
management!letter,!Board!
response,!staff!review!process!
or!report!on!internal!controls.!

There!is!little,!if!any,!evidence!
Partial!implementation!of!
that!Generally!Accepted!
Generally!Accepted!Accounting! Accounting!Principles!are!used!
Principles!in!maintaining!
in!maintaining!accounting!
accounting!records!and!
records.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
preparing!an!annual!audit.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
There!are!no!plans!underway!to!
Plans!are!underway!to!respond! respond!to!the!
to!the!recommendations!in!the! recommendations!in!the!prior!
prior!year's!audit.!The!Board!
year's!audit.!The!Board!was!not!
may!not!be!aware!of!any!
aware!of!the!audit!or!the!
recommendations.!
auditor’s!recommendations,!if!
any.!

The!school!has!evidence!that!it!
is!in!the!process!of!developing!
or!improving!operational!
procedures!and!internal!
controls.!The!school!has!
presented!significant!concerns!
with!the!most!recent!auditor’s!
management!letter,!Board!
response,!staff!review!process,!
or!report!on!internal!controls.!

Does(the(school(have(evidence(of(effective(operational(procedures(and(internal(controls?!

Exemplary!implementation!of!
Generally!Accepted!Accounting!
Principles!in!maintaining!
accounting!records!and!
preparing!an!annual!audit.!
There!is!clear!evidence!that!
any!recommendations!from!
the!prior!year's!audit!were!
implemented!and!that!the!
Board!was!fully!informed!of!
any!recommended!changes!
and!received!the!auditor’s!
management!letter.!

Are(the(Generally(Accepted(Accounting(Principles((GAAP)(being(implemented?!

6.0! FISCAL!PERFORMANCE!AND!ACCOUNTABILITY!

!!!Domain!
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6.3!

!

!!

Financial!Reporting!

!!!!!!!!Domain!

The!school!has!presented!
quality!financial!statements!
over!the!past!two!years,!
including!board!approved!
budgets,!annual!audits,!and!
interim!financial!statements!
that!comply!with!financial!
reporting!requirements!and!
their!Charter.!The!school!is!
applying!for!OASBO!(Oregon!
Association!of!School!Business!
Officials)!financial!recognition.!

Has(the(school(presented(financial(statements(including(board@approved(budgets,(annual(audits,(and(interim(financial(statements(
that(comply(with(financial(reporting(requirements(and(their(Charter?(!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting(

!

Has(the(school(prepared(contingency(plans(in(response(to(fiscal(instability(and(financial(uncertainties(related(to(school(funding(as(
well(as(charter(school(legislation?!

Does(the(school(hold(current(insurance(policies(for(performance(bonding(and(for(buildings(and(items(in(the(contract?!

!!

The!school!has!not!presented!
quality!financial!statements!
including!board!approved!
budgets,!annual!audits,!and!
interim!financial!statements!
that!comply!with!financial!
reporting!requirements!and!
their!Charter.!

Response!to!Fiscal!
Crisis!

!!

The!school!has!not!consistently!
presented!quality!financial!
statements!including!board!
approved!budgets,!annual!
audits,!and!interim!financial!
statements!that!comply!with!
financial!reporting!
requirements!and!their!
Charter.!

6.4!

!!

Insurance!

The!school!does!not!have!a!
comprehensive!contingency!
plan!in!case!of!fiscal!instability!
and!financial!uncertainties.!!
There!are!no!fundraising!goals!
or!they!are!not!met.!

6.5!

!!

50!

The!school!does!not!hold!
current!insurance!policies!for!
performance!bonding!and!for!
buildings.!
!!

The!school!holds!current!
insurance!policies!for!
performance!bonding!and!for!
buildings!and!other!insurance!
as!specified!in!the!Charter!
contract.!

!!

!

!!

The!school!has!prepared!a!
comprehensive!contingency!
plan!in!case!of!fiscal!instability!
and!financial!uncertainties.!!
Annual!fundraising!goals!are!
set!and!met.!

The!school!has!presented!
quality!financial!statements!
including!board!approved!
budgets,!annual!audits,!and!
interim!financial!statements!
that!comply!with!financial!
reporting!requirements!and!
their!Charter.!

!!
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!!!!!!!!Domain!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting(
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Does!not!meet!one!or!more!
health,!safety,!or!accessibility!
standard(s).!

There!is!little,!if!any,!evidence!
indicating!that!licenses,!
approvals,!permits,!and!
inspections!are!current.!
Procedures!for!corrective!
actions!and!emergency!plans!
are!not!in!place.!

Are(all(licenses,(approvals,(permits,(and(inspections(current(and(procedures(for(corrective(actions(and(emergency(plans(in(place?!

!!

Are(health,(safety,(and(accessibility(standards(being(met(and(is(documentation(being(kept(current?!

Evidence!indicates!that!some!
licenses,!approvals,!permits,!
and!inspections!are!current.!
Procedures!for!corrective!
actions!and!emergency!plans!
may!or!may!not!be!in!place.!

Health!and!Safety!

Evidence!exists!that!health,!
safety,!and!accessibility!
standards!have!been!met!and!
all!documentation!is!current.!

Meets!basic!health,!safety,!and!
accessibility!standards!but!
evidence!is!lacking!regarding!
regularly!scheduled!reports,!
inspections,!and!monitoring!
procedures.!

!!

Evidence!exists!that!all!
licenses,!approvals,!permits,!
and!inspections!are!current.!
Procedures!for!corrective!
actions!and!emergency!plans!
are!in!place.!!!

Site!and!Facilities!

!

6.7!

!

!

Evidence!exists!that!health,!
safety,!and!accessibility!
standards!have!been!exceeded!
and!all!documentation!is!
current.!

Evidence!exists!that!all!
licenses,!approvals,!permits,!
and!inspections!are!current.!
Corrective!actions!and!
emergency!plans!have!been!
successfully!implemented.!!!

6.6!
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Open!Meeting!Law!

Is(the(school(in(compliance(with(federal(and(state(law(regarding(public(records?!

Exemplary!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!public!meetings.!!

Is(the(school(in(compliance(with(federal(and(state(law(regarding(public(meetings?!

Evidence!indicates!
compliance!with!federal!and!
state!law!concerning!public!
records.!

Evidence!indicates!
compliance!with!federal!and!
state!law!concerning!student!
records.!!

There!is!little!if!any!evidence!
indicating!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!public!meetings.!

There!is!little!if!any!evidence!
indicating!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!student!records.!!

There!is!little!if!any!evidence!
indicating!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!public!records.!

Evidence!indicates!compliance!
with!some,!but!not!all,!federal!
and!state!law!concerning!
student!records.!!

Any!of!the!following:!!The!Board!
guaranteed!indebtedness!on!
behalf!of!the!school!or!a!third!
party!provider;!there!are!conflicts!
of!interest!or!no!disclosure!
including!a!legal!rationale!for!
financial!transactions.!The!Board!
is!not!involved!in!the!inflow!and!
outflow!of!funds!and!there!is!little!
if!any!review!of!financial!
statements.!The!Board!has!limited!
involvement!in!the!budget!
process.!The!annual!audit!does!
not!meet!standards.!

52!

The!Board!did!not!guarantee!any!
indebtedness!on!behalf!of!the!
school!or!a!third!party!provider;!
there!are!no!conflicts!of!interest!
or!full!disclosure!with!a!legal!
rationale!for!financial!
transactions.!!The!Board!is!
somewhat!involved!in!the!inflow!
and!outflow!of!funds!and!
reviews!financial!statements.!
The!Board!solely!engages!school!
management!in!the!budget!
process.!!The!annual!audit!does!
not!meet!standards.!

Evidence!indicates!compliance!
with!some,!but!not!all,!federal!
and!state!law!concerning!
public!records.!

!!!!Not!Meeting!
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Public!Records!
Exemplary!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!public!records.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!

!!

Is(the(school(in(compliance(with(federal(and(state(law(regarding(student(records?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!

Student!Records!
Exemplary!compliance!with!
federal!and!state!law!
concerning!student!records.!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!

!!

Is(the(charter(school(meeting(its(fiduciary(responsibilities?!
The!Board!did!not!guarantee!
any!indebtedness!on!behalf!of!
the!school!or!a!third!party!
provider;!there!are!no!conflicts!
of!interest!or!full!disclosure!
with!a!legal!rationale!for!
financial!transactions.!The!
Board!is!involved!in!the!inflow!
and!outflow!of!funds!and!
reviews!financial!statements.!
The!Board!sometimes!engages!
parents!and!school!staff!in!the!
budget!process.!The!annual!
audit!meets!standards.!

Evidence!indicates!compliance!
with!some!but!not!all!federal!
and!state!law!concerning!
public!meetings.!!

Fiduciary!
Responsibilities!

Evidence!indicates!
compliance!with!federal!and!
state!law!concerning!public!
meetings.!!

!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Domain!
!!7.0! GOVERNANCE!
7.1.a!

!
7.1.b!

!

7.2.!

!

7.1.c!

!!

The!Board!did!not!guarantee!
any!indebtedness!on!behalf!of!
the!school!or!a!third!party!
provider;!there!are!no!conflicts!
of!interests!or!full!disclosure!
with!a!legal!rationale!for!
financial!transactions.!The!
Board!is!involved!in!the!inflow!
and!outflow!of!funds!and!
regularly!reviews!financial!
statements.!The!Board!always!
engages!other!school!and!
community!members!in!the!
budget!process.!The!annual!
audit!meets!standards.!

!!Portland!State!University!
Center!for!Student!Success!

!
7.3!

!

!!!!!!Domain!

Are(the(charter(school(leadership(and(Board(of(Directors(stable(and(sustainable?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Exceeding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nearly!Meeting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Not!Meeting(
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More!than!three!meetings!per!
year!are!cancelled!due!to!
quorum!issues;!the!Board!has!
more!than!one!vacancy;!the!
Board!has!been!in!an!exigent!
state!in!the!past!year;!an!
orientation!process!for!new!
members!is!not!present;!the!
Board!does!not!engage!in!
training!opportunities!or!
actively!recruit!to!fill!vacancies;!
the!Board!is!engaged!in!
litigation;!the!school!has!
received!a!notice!of!intent!to!
revoke.!!!

Board!Stability!

!

Not!more!than!three!meetings!
per!year!are!cancelled!due!to!
quorum!issues;!the!Board!has!
no!more!than!one!vacancy;!the!
Board!has!not!been!in!an!
exigent!state!in!the!past!year;!
an!orientation!process!for!new!
members!is!present!but!not!
written;!the!Board!encourages!
training!opportunities!but!has!
no!supporting!evidence!that!
training!has!occurred!or!that!
new!Board!members!are!being!
effectively!recruited;!the!Board!
is!not!engaged!in!litigation;!
there!is!no!evidence!of!an!
intent!to!revoke!notice.!

!!

Not!more!than!one!meeting!
per!year!is!cancelled!due!to!
quorum!issues;!the!Board!has!
no!vacancies;!the!Board!has!
not!been!in!an!exigent!state!in!
the!past!year;!a!written!
orientation!process!for!new!
members!is!present;!the!
Board!encourages!and!
supports!training!
opportunities!as!
demonstrated!through!
attendance!or!budget!
commitments;!the!Board!is!
not!engaged!in!litigation;!
there!is!no!evidence!of!an!
intent!to!revoke!notice.!

Business!is!completed!at!
regular!business!meetings;!
board!meetings!are!not!
cancelled!due!to!quorum!
issues;!the!Board!has!no!
vacancies!or!has!an!active!
plan!to!fill!any!that!exist.!The!
Board!has!not!been!in!an!
exigent!state!in!the!past!year;!
an!orientation!process!for!
new!members!has!been!
implemented;!the!Board!
encourages,!supports!and!
participates!regularly!in!
training!opportunities;!the!
Board!is!not!involved!in!
litigation;!there!is!no!evidence!
of!an!intent!to!revoke!notice.!
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